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A machine computational program has been developed under NASA Contract
 
NAS 3-13317 to calculate temperature and reactant concentrations as functions of 
time and axial position in typical catalyzed hydrogen-oxygen reaction chambers. The 
program is based upon a transient model of the reactor system which describes the
 
behavior of reactors operated under conditions of continuous flow.
 
The computer program developed from this model is described in detail in this
 
computer manual. The manual contains operating instructions for this program as
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The Research Laboratories of United Aircraft Corporation, under Contract
 
NAS 3-13317 with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, have performed
 
an analytical study of the transient behavior of a bydrogen/oxygen catalytic ign-i­
tion system. This study has included the development of a computer program which
 
is used to calculate temperature and species concentration profiles as functions of 
time in typical reaction chamber configurations. This manual describes the com­
puter program. A description of input and output for the transient program is
 
included in the discussion together with examples for typical data cases. In addi­








Under Contract NAS 3-13317, a comprehensive analytical program was formulated
 
with the objectives of (1) developing a transient analysis of a continuous flow
 
hydrogen-oxygen catalytic ignition system to permit the prediction of temperatures,
 
pressures, and species concentrations as Tunctions of time as well as axial position
 
in typical reactor systems, (2) developing a computer program based on this analysis,
 
and (3)performing calculations using this computer program to demonstrate the
 
effects of various system parameters on the transient performance of the reactor,
 
and thus to define ignition delay times. As part of the contract effort, attention
 
has been directed toward preparing a manual describing to potential users the
 








DISCUSSION OF THE H2/02 TRANSIENT COMPUTER PROGRAM
 
The equations representing the transient model of a H2/02 catalytic reactor 
have been programmed for the UNIVAC 1108 digital computer using FORTRAN V.* This 
computer program is discussed below. Included in this discussion are input and 





The following is a description of the necessary input for the H2/O2 transient
 
computer program. To complete each data case run with this program, a minimum of
 
two separate runs must be made; a third type of run may also be necessary. The
 
three types of runs are: (1) initial non-diffusion-controlled run (always necessary),
 
(2) continuation of a non-diffusion-controlled run (sometimes needed), and (3)
 
diffusion-controlled (concluding) run (always necessary). The non-diffusion­
controlled runs (types 1 and 2) are based upon a very general reasonably complete
 
model of the reactor system. It would be best to run this type of run all the time,
 
but the large amount of computer time needed necessitates restricting its use to
 
the lower temperature calculations and then switching to the much faster diffusion­
controlled run which is accurate at the higher temperatures. Splitting each case
 
up into two or more runs this way also allows for the use of fewer axial stations
 






This type of run is the first one made when running a transient H2/02 case. A
 
general input format is given in Table I. The coding of a sample data case is shown
 
in Fig. 1, and a listing of the input data punch cards corresponding to this sample
 
data case is shown in Fig. 2. Below is a detailed description of the input; the
 
numbers correspond to the card numbers (first column) of Table I.
 
1. The 	first card contains the title of the data case plus two logical indica­
tors, HLEAD and DEBUG. 
Title: 	 The title serves to give individual data case identification.
 
It consists of any alpha numeric information desired and should
 
be punched in card columns 1-78.
 
H2LEADt 	 This is a logical unit which should indicate whether the catalyst
 
in the reactor is preconditioned with hydrogen (hydrogen run 
through the reactor at its inlet concentration before the oxygen 
is turned on). If it is preconditioned, the letter "T" should 
*Discussion of these equations and their derivation can be found in NASA Contract 




appear in card column 79. If it is not, the letter "F" should be 
punched. 
DEBUG: 	 This logical-unit indicates whether the detailed printing is 
desired., A large amount of print will be generated under this 
option. For example, a data case where NOFZ=16 and NPASS=5 (see 
description of these variables on card 2) will produce over 150 
pages of detailed print. This printing will sometimes be neces­
sary, however, since summary printing only gives the temperatures 
and concentrations at the end of every twenty time steps. To get 
the detailed printthe letter "T" should be punched in card column 
80; if the letter "F" is punched, only the summary print will 
result. 
2. The second card contains five variables, NOFZ, NPASS, INPERP, MODNO, PUNCH,
 
and ITSTEP. 
NOFZ: 	 This is the number of axial positions (Z's) at which analysis will 
be made. These axial positions will be input on cards 6a, 6b, etc. 
The maximum number of Z's allowed by the program is 75. However, 
computer run time for the non-diffusion-controlled runs is 
affected drastically by the number of Z's. For these runs, it is 
best to use as few as possible (10-15 were used in test cases), 
especially for lower pressures. (Using 10 axial positions, one 
data case run at P=15 psia took over 30 minutes of computer time 
for the non-diffusion-controlled run. A comparable case run at 
P=300 psia took only four minutes.) 
NPASS: 	 This is the total number of time "passes" to be taken-for this run. 
Each "pass" consists of "INPERP" time steps (see below), and during 
each pass, a constant time step size is used. For the non­
diffusion-controlled runs, it is best to use NPASS=I0 or less
 
although the maximum number allowed by the program is 40. If the 
case completes the non-diffusion-controlled run before the 10 passes 
are through, the program will take care of itself (i.e., punch out 
the appropriate cards for the diffusion-controlled run (run type 3) 
and end). If more than 10 passes are needed (as in the low pres­
sure cases) the program will punch out the cards for run type 2 
(continuation of non-diffusion-controlled run) and end. For the
 
two cases mentioned under the description of NOFZ, the low pressure
 
case which took over 30 minutes to complete needed over 17 passes,
 
whereas the high pressure case needed fewer than 2 passes which
 
were completed in under 4 minutes.
 
If it is decided to input the time increments (see ITSPEP) NPASS
 
must equal the number of input DELT's. However for non-diffusion­






INPERP: This is the number of time increments per pass. The number used
 
in the test cases was "20" which seemed to work out fairly well.
 
Since summary plotting and printing is done only at the end of
 




MODNO: 	 This number indicates which axial position values will be plotted
 
on the summary printer-plots. If MODNO=l, every point will be
 
plotted, if it equals 2. every-other point will be plotted, etc.
 
PUNCH: 	 This variable indicates which of various read/write punch card
 
options will be used. For an initial non-diffusion-controlled
 
run, this variable should = 1. This indicates cards will be
 
punched at the end of the run (either when NPASS is reached or
 
when the non-diffusion-controlled part of the run is completed).
 
ITSTEP: 	 This value indicates whether time steps will be input or calculated
 
by the program. For non-diffusion-controlled runs, ITSTEP should
 
equal 0 which indicates the program will calculate the time steps.
 
3. 	 'The third card contains the 8 values for G, TS, T(l), P(l), H(l), CIH2(l), 
0102(1) and CIHE(l). 
G: 	 This is the inlet (at Z=O) mass flow rate in lb/ft2-sec. It must
 
be greater than zero.
 
TS: 	 This is the freezing temperature of water in deg R.
 
T(1): 	 This is the inlet interstitial temperature in deg R.
 
P(1): 	 This is the steady-state inlet chamber pressure in psia.
 




CIH2(1): 	 This is the inlet concentration of hydrogen in lb/ft3 .
 
CI02(1): 	 This is the inlet concentration of oxygen in lb/ft3 .
 
CIHE(1): 	 This is the inlet concentration of helium in lb/ft3 .
 
4. The fourth card contains the 8 values, TI, PI, CH2I, C021, CH20I, CHEI, PTI 
and SDTIM. 
TI: 	 This is the initial (at time = O) interstitial temperature through­
out the reactor in deg R. 
5 
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CH2I: 	 This is the initial concentration of hydrogen throughout the 
reactor i-n lb/ft3 . 
















SDTIME: 	 This is the time in seconds at which the oxygen flow is shut off. 
5. The fifth card contains the 8 values AW, CW, MW, DC, TA, HA, HAl and HA2. 




CW: 	 This is the specific heat of the chamber walls in BTU/lb-deg R.
 
MW: 	 This is the thermal mass of the chamber plus nozzle walls in lbs.
 
DC: 	 This is the diameter of the reaction chamber in ft.
 
TA: 	 This is the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere in deg R. 
HA: 	 This is the heat transfer coefficient for forced convection between 
the chamber and the surrounding- atmosphere in BTU/ft2-sec-deg R. 
HAl: 	 This is the heat transfer coefficient for natural convection between
 
the chamber and the surrounding atmosphere in BTU/ft2-sec-deg R1.2 5 . 
A2: This is the radiative heat transfer coefficient between the chamber
 
and the surrounding atmosphere in BTU/ft 2 -sec-deg R4 . 
6. Card six should only be included for those cases where the catalyst is not
 
preconditioned with hydrogen (H2LEAD = F on card 1). This card contains the
 




PF: 	 This is the feed pressure in psia.
 
TSS: 	 This is steady-state bed exit temperature in deg R. This number
 
can be obtained by running the H2/02 steady-state computer program
 
(see UARL Report H910721 . . NASA CR-72567).
 
MBABSS: 	 This is the steady-state bed exit average molecular weight. It can
 
also be obtained from running the steady-state computer program.
 
AC: 	 This is the cross-sectional area of the reaction chamber in ft2 .
 
VC: 	 This is the volume of the reactor up to the nozzle throat exclu­
sive of the volume occupied by catalyst particles in ft3.
 
PREST: 	 This is the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere in psia.
 
7. Cards 7a, 7b, etc. contain the axial station values (Z's) in feet at which 
calculations will be made. There should be NOFZ (see card 2) values of Z 
input at the rate of 8 per card. For most cases, it is recommended that 
more Z's be placed near the reactor inlet. The first Z must equal 0; the 
second Z must be very close to 0; the last Z equals the bed exit. 
8. Cards 8a, 8b, etc. contain the input time increments (DELT's) in seconds.
 
These cards should be included only if ITSTEP on card 2 equals 1. For
 
non-diffusion-controlled runs, it is advisable to allow the program to cal­
culate DELT's (ITSTEP=O).
 
Cards 9 through 11 contain AVSZ(I), the interpolation table used to obtain the 
catalyst particle radius at any point along the reactor bed. Subroutine 
UNBAR, an interpolation routine developed at UARL, is used to obtain an appro­
priate particle radius, A, for a given axial station along the bed. For this 
table, there should be a total of NZ (see third entry on card 9)values of Z andA. 
9. 	 Card 9 contains the four table descriptors needed by UNBAR. The first
 
descriptor signifies the table number. For this program, it should equal
 
0.0. The second descriptor tells at what location in the array the table
 
starts; the tables in this program are read in such that this number equals
 
1.0. The 	third descriptor is the number of independent variables in the
 
table (in this case the number of Z's). This number is called NZ. The
 
fourth descriptor for a univariate table such as this one should equal 0.0.
 
10. Cards lOa, 1Ob, etc. contain the monatonically increasing Z values in feet.
 
Enough cards should be used to contain NZ values of Z at the rate of 10 per
 
card. For example, if NZ=12, 12 values of Z should be input using two cards,
 






11. Cards lla, lib, etc. contain the A's (in feet) which correspond to the Z's 
listed on cards 10a, 10b, etc. Enough cards should be used to contain NZ 
values of A at the rate of 10 per card. 
Cards 12 through 14 contain APVSZ(I), the interpolation table used to obtain 
the total external catalyst particle surface area per unit volume of bed 
(AP). These AP values are obtained as functions of Z using UNBAR as in the
 
AVSZ table discussed above. For this table there should be a total of NZ
 
values of Z and AP.
 




13. 	 Cards 13a, 13b, etc. contain the Z values and should be exactly the same 
as cards 10a, lOb, etc. 
-
14. Cards 14a, 14b, etc. contain the AP values in ft 1 which correspond to the
 
Z's listed in cards 13a, 13b, etc. Enough cards should be used to contain
 
NZ values of AP at the rate of ten per card.
 
Cards 15 through 17 contain DELVSZ(I),the interpolation table used to
 
obtain the interparticle void fraction (DELTA). These DELTA values are
 
-obtainedas functions of Z using UNBAR as in the AVSZ table discussed
 
above. For this table there should be a total of NZ values of Z and DELTA.
 




16. Cards 16a, 16b, etc. contain the Z values and should be exactly the same as
 
cards lOa, lOb, etc.
 
17. Cards 17a, 17b, etc. contain the DELTA values which correspond to the Z's
 
listed on cards 16a, 16b, etc. Enough cards should be used to contain NZ
 
values of DELTA at the rate of 10 per card.
 
18. 	Card 18 contains the values CIH2(l) and C102(l). These two values are the
 
inlet concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen, respectively,after "shutdown" 
(thatis, after the oxygen flow is turned off). 
Continuation of a Non-Diffusion-Controlled Run
 
If the initial non-diffusion-controlled run completes the input NPASS number of 





will be necessary. Also if the continuation run ends without this printed message,
 
a continuation of the continuation run should be made, etc. A general input format
 
for this type of run is given in Table II. The listing of the punch cards for a
 
continuation run is given in Figs. 3a - 3e. Below is a detailed description of the
 
input; the numbers correspond to the card numbers (first column) of Table II.
 
1. The first card contains, again, the title H2ID and DEBUG. This card
 
should be exactly the same for the continuation runs as it was for the 
initial non-diffusion-controlled run. 
2. The second card again contains NOFZ, NPASS, IlYERP, MODNO, PUNCH and ITSTEP. 
NOFZ: 	 This value must be the same as it was for the initial run. 
NPASS: 	 This is the number of time "passes" to be taken. It may be
 
changed, but the maximum still equals 40.
 




MODNO: 	 This number indicates which axial position values will be plotted
 
as before. It may be changed.
 
PUNCH: 	 This indicator specifies which read/write punch card option will
 
be used. For continuation runs, it must equal 3. This indicates
 
punch cards will be read in with the data case and also punched
 
oat at the end of the run. 
ITSTEP: 	 As in the initial run, this indicates whether time increments will
 
be input or internally calculated. Again, as in the initial tun,
 
it should equal 0 (internally calculated).
 
3-17. Cards 3 through 17 should be exactly the same as they were for the initial 
run.
 
Cards 18-32 are obtained from the cards punched out at the end of'an initial
 
non-diffusion-controlled run or at the end of a previous continuation run
 




18. Cards 18a, 18b, etc. contain NOFZ values of Z(I) . . (axial positions). 
19. Cards 19a, 19b, etc. contain NOFZ values of PT(I).... (particle surface 




20. Cards 20a, 20b, etc. contain NOFZ values of T(I) . . . (interstitial 
temperature at each axial station at end of previous run). 
21. Cards 21a, 21b, etc. contain NOFZ values of H(I) . . . (enthalpy at each 
axial station at end of previous run). 
22. Cards 22a, 22b, etc. contain NOFZ values of P(i) . . . (chamber pressure 
at each axial station at end of previous run). 
23. Cards 23a, 23b, etc. contain NOFZ values of CIH2(I) . . . (interstitial 
concentration of hydrogen at each axial station at end of previous run>. 
24. Cards 24a, 24b, etc. contain NOFZ values of C102(I) . . . (interstitial 
concentration of oxygen at each axial station at end of previous run). 
25. Cards 25a, 25b, etc. contain NOFZ values of CIH20V(I) . . . (interstitial 
concentration of water at each axial station at end of previous run). 
26. Cards 26a, 26b, etc. contain NOFZ values of CIBE(I) . . . (interstitial 
concentration of helium at each axial station at end of previous run). 
27. Cards 27a, 27b, etc. contain NOFZ values of PPT(I) . . . (particle surface 
temperature at each axial station one time increment previous to end of 
previous run). 
28. Cards 28a, 28b, etc. contain NOFZ x NPP values of TPP(I, J). . . 
(temperature profile within catalyst particle at each axial station at end 
of previous run). NPP is the number of radial positions within the particle 
considered in the analysis (set at 30 in the program). 
29. Cards 29a, 29b, etc. contain NOFZ x NPP values of C02(I, J). . . (oxygen 
concentration profile within catalyst particle at each axial station at end 
of previous run). 
30. Cards 30a, 30b, etc. contain NOZ x NPP values of CH2(I, J) . . . (hydrogen 
concentration profile with catalyst particle at each axial station at end of 
previous run). 
31. Cards 31a, 31b, etc. contain NOFZ values of MINT(I) . . . (diffusion­
controlled indicator for each axial station at end of previous run). 







TIME: 	 is the cumulative reactor run time in seconds
 
TW: 	 is the wall temperature in deg R
 
DELTT: 	 is the time increment
 






This type of run is the last one to be made when running a transient H2/02 case. 
When "GO TO ALL DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED RUN" is printed out at the end of an initial 
or continued non-diffusion-controlled run, this third type of run should follow.
 
Compared to the first two types, this kind of run takes relatively little computer
 
time. Depending on the number of axial stations being analyzed, a diffusion-con­
trolled run, on the UARL UNIVAC ll08, took between three and five minutes for all 
cases run (between 20 and 40 Z's were used). 
A general input format is given in Table III. A listing of the input data punch
 
cards for a run of this type is shown in Fig. 4. Below is a detailed description of
 
the input; the numbers correspond to the card numbers (first column) of Table III.
 
1. The first card again contains the title of the data case plus the logical
 
indicators H2LEAD and DEBUG.
 
Title: This should be the same as it was for the two previous run types.
 
H2LEAD: 	 This also should be the same as it was for the non-diffusion­
controlled runs. 
DEBUG: 	 This indicator should be set equal to "F" for the diffusion 
controlled runs; otherwise over 1000 pages of output may be pro­




2. The second card contains the five values of NOFZ, NPASS INTPERP, MODNO, 
PUNCH and ITSTEP. 
NOFZ: 	 This is the number of axial positions (Z's) at which analysis will 
be made in the diffusion-controlled run. The maximum number 
allowed is 75. Since this type of run takes relatively little 
run time no matter how many Z's are used, it is advised to use the 




NPASS: This is the total number of time "passes" to be taken for this 
run. For 	the diffusion-controlled runs, it is advised to input
 
the time increments (see discussion of ITSTEP). If this is the
 
case, NPASS must equal the number of time increments input on
 




INPERP: 	 This is the number of time increments per pass. It may change
 
from previous run value.
 
MODNO: 	 This number indicates which axial position values are to be
 
summary plotted. It may be changed from previous run value. 
PUNCH: This variable indicates which of various read/write punch card
 
options will be used. For diffusion-controlled runs, this num­
ber must equal 4. This indicates a special set of data cards will 
be read in (see discussion of cards 18-25).
 
ITSTEP: This value indicates whether time steps will be input or calculated
 
by the program (ITSTEP=l means input . . . ITSTEP=O means calculated). 
For diffusion-controlled runs, ITSTEP should equal 1 and the time 
increments (DELT's) should be input on cards 8a, 8b, etc. As the
 
case approaches steady-state, larger DELT's might be desired (see
 
sample input DELT's in Fig. 3). If ITSTEP is left equal to 0, all 
DELT's will be calculated equal to .001 sec for the diffusion­
controlled runs.
 
3-6. Cards 3-6 should be exactly the same as they were for the non-diffusion­
controlled runs.
 
7. Cards 7a, 7b, etc., contain the axial station values (Z's) in feet at which 
calculations will be made by the program. There should be NOFZ (see card 
2) values of Z input at the rate of 8 per card. Note that this will be a
 
different set of Z's than those used in the non-diffusion-controlled
 
runs . . . there should be many more. However, as -before, for most cases 
it is best to place more Z's near the reactor inlet. Also, the first Z
 
must still equal 0, the second Z must be very close to 0, and the last Z
 
must be at the bed exit.
 
8. Cards 8a, 8b, etc., contain the input time increments (DELT's) in seconds.
 
These cards must be included if ITSTEP=l. It is recommended that these be
 
input for diffusion-controlled runs.
 







Cards 18-25 are obtained from the cards punched out at the end of the non­
diffusion-controlled runs (when the message "GO TO ALL DIFFUSION-CONTROLED 
RUN" is printed). These cards should only be included for diffusion-controlled
 
runs. 
18. Card 18 contains the number for NAXT. This value is the number of Z's used
 
in the preceding non-diffusion-controlled runs.
 
19. Cards 19a, 19b, etc., contain ZT(I) . . . (the axial stations used in the 
non-diffusion-controlled runs). Enough cards are used to punch out NAXT 
values of ZT at the rate of 8 per card. 
20. Cards 20a, 20b, etc., contain PTT(I) . . (the particle surface temperature 
at each axial station at the end of the non-diffusion-controlled run). 
NAXT values of PTT are punched out. 
21. Cards 21a, 21b, etc., contain C02T(I) . . . (the oxygen concentration at 
each Z at the end of the non-diffusion-controlled run). NAXT values of 
C02T are punched. 
22. 	Cards 22a, 22b, etc., contain CH2T(I) . . . (the hydrogen concentration at 
each Z at the end of the non-diffusion-controlled run). NAXT values of 
C2T are punched. 
23. Cards 23a, 23b, etc., contain CH20T(I) . . . (the water concentration at 
each Z at the end of the non-diffusion-controlled run). NAXT values of 
CH20T are punched. 
24. Cards 24a, 24b, etc., contain TTI(I) . . . (the interstitial temperature at 
each Z from the end of the non-diffusion-controlled run). NAXT values of 
TTI are punched. 
25. 	Card 25 contains TIME and TW, the cumulative reactor run time in seconds
 

























CORRESPONDING SYMBOL USED 
IN EQUATIONS 
NOMENCLATURE 






































Number of axial stations 
Number of "passes" 
Number of increments per "pass" 
Axial position plotting indicator 
Punch card indicator 
Input time step indicator 





















Mass flow rate 
Freezing temperature of water 
Inlet interstitial temperature 
Steady-state inlet chamber pressure 
Inlet enthalpy 
Inlet concentration of hydrogen 
Inlet concentration of oxygen 












Initial interstitial temperature 
Initial chamber pressure 
Initial concentration of hydrogen 






TRANSIENT H2/02 COMPUTER PROGRAM: INITIAL NON-DIFFUSION-CONTROLED RUN
 
CARD NO. OF FORTRAN Y COLUMNS SYMBOL OR 
NO. CARDS FORMAT USED DESCRIPTION 
4 1 8E10.5 41-50 CH201 
(Conta) 51-6o CHEI 
61-70 PTI 
71-80 SDTIME 























































Initial concentration of water
 
Initial concentration of helium
 




Chamber wall total surface area
 
Chamber wall specific heat
 






Forced convection heat transfer coefficient
 
Natural convection heat transfer coefficient
 




Steady-state exit interstitial temperature
 
Steady-state exit average molecular weight
 
Cross-sectional area of reaction chamber
 






*This card is included only if H2LFAD (Card 1) is equal to "F"
 



















** 8E10.5 1-lO 
11-20 
DELT(I) 




























PROGRAM: TITIAL NON-DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED RIUN 
CORRESPONDING 




- - Table descriptor 
- - Table descriptor 
- - Table descriptor 
- - Table descriptor 
z Axial stations 
a Catalyst particle radii
 
- - Table descriptors 
*These cards are included only if ITSTEP (Card 2) is equal to "l" 
**Enough cards should be used to contain (NPASS) values of At at the rate of 8 per card 
***Enough cards should be used to contain (NZ) values of z, a, Ap or 3 at the rate of 10 per card 
TABLE I (Cont'd) 
INPUT FORMAT 
TRANSIENT H2/0 2 COMPUTER PROGRAM: INITIAL NON-DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED RUN 
CORRESPONDINGCARD NO.OF FORTRAN'" COLUMNS SYMBOL OR SYMBOL USED NOMENCLATURE
NO. CARDS FORMAT USED DESCRIPTION IN EQUATIONS 






14a * IoE8.4 1-8 AP(I) Ap Total external catalyst particle surface areas 




15 1 4E8.4 1-8 0. - - Table descriptors 
9-16 1. - ­
17-24 NZ. - ­
25-32 0. - ­













*Enough cards should be used to contain (NZ) values of z, a, Ap ,or8 at the rate of 10 per card. 
00 
TABLE I (Cont'd) 
INPUT FORMAT 
TRANSIENT H2/02 COMPUTER PROGRAM: INITIAL NON-DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED RUN 
CARD NO.OF FORTRAN" COLUMNS SYMBOL OR CORRESPONDINGSYMBOL USED NOMENCLATURE 
NO. CARDS FORMAT USED DESCRIPTION IN EQUATIONS 
18 1 2E10.5 1-10 CIH2(1) clH2 Inlet concentration of hydrogen after "shutdown" 
11-20 CI02(1) C.02 Inlet concentration of oxygen after "shutdown" 
TABLE II 
INPUT FORMAT 
TRANSIENT H2/02 COMPUTER PROGRAM: CONTINUATION OF NON-DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED RUN 
CORRESPONDING 
CARD NO.OF FORTRANy COLUMNS SYMBOL OR SYMBOL USED NOMENCLATURE 
NO. CARDS FORMAT USED DESCRIPTION IN EQUATIONS 
1-17 	 Cards 1-17 follow exactly the same format as cards 1-L7 in Table I. Note, however, the differences
 
in values on card 2 in the detailed discussion of continuation-run input.
 
Cards 18-31 are cards punched out by the program at the end of an initial or previous continuation run.
 























*Enough cards should be used to contain (NOFZ) values at the rate of 8 per card. 
TABLE II (Cont'd) 
INPUT FORMAT 



































8F10.5 CIHE(x) EiHe 
27a 
27b 

















Particle surface temperatures at previous time
 
*Enough cards should be used to contain (NOFZ)values at the rate of 8 per card.
 
I 
TABLE II (Cont'd) 
INPUT FORMAT
 
TRANSIENT H2/02 COMPUTER PROGRAM: CONTINUATION OF NON-DIFUSION-CONTROLLED RUN 
CORRESPONDING
 
CARD NO.OF FORTRANY COLUMNS SYMBOL OR SYMBOL USED NOMENCLATURE
 








28a - 1-1O 	 T(x,t) Particle temperatures
 
71-8o 










etc. 	 18 
79-80 
32 1 3E10.5 1-10 TIME t Cumulative time
 
11-20 TW TW Wall temperature
 
21-30 DELTT At Time increment
 
33 1 2EI0.5 1-10 CIH21 ciH2 Inlet concentration of hydrogen after "shutdown" 
11-20 C102(1) ci02 Inlet concentration of oxygen after "shutdown" 
*Enough cards should be used to contain (NOFZ) values at the rate of 8 per card. 
**Enough cards should be used to contain (NOFZ x NPP) values at the rate of 8 per card (NPP values for first Z. then NPP 




TRANSIENT I2/02 COMPUTER PROGRAM: DIFFlSION-CONTROLLED RUN 
CORR ES PONDING
 
CARD NO.OF FORTRANY COLUMNS SYMBOL OR SYMBOL USED NOMENCLATURE
 
NO. CARDS FORMAT USED DESCRIPTION IN EQUATIONS
 
1-17 	 Cards 1-17 follow exactly the same format as cards 1-17 in Table I. Note, however, the differences
 
in values on cards 1, 2, 7 and 8 in the detailed discussion of diffusion-controlled input.
 
Cards 18-25 are cards punched out by the program at the end of the final non-diffusion-controlled run.
 
18 	 1 12* 1-2 NAXT Number of Z's in non-d.c. runs 


















22a 	 ** 8E10.5 it CH2T(I) ciH2 Interstitial concentrations of hydrogen at end 









TRANSIENT H2/02 COMPUTER PROGRAM: DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED REUN
 
CORRESPONDINGCARD NO.OF FORTRANY COLUMNS SYMBOL OR SYMBOL USED NOMENCLATURE
 
NO. CARDS FORMAT USED DESCRIPTION IN EQUATIONS
 
23a. * ciH2 08E10.5 1-10 CH2OT(I) Interstitial concentrations of water at end of
 










25 1 2E1O.5 1-10 TIME t 
 Cumulative time at end of non-d.c. runs
 
11-20 TW Tw Wall temperature at end of non-d.c. runs
 
26 1 2E10.5 1-10 CIH2(1) ciH2 Inlet concentration of hydrogen after "shutdown"
 
11-20 CI02(1) ci02 Inlet concentration of oxygen after "shutdown"
 





OF A SAMPLE DATA CASE 
PROGRAM: Initial Non-Diffusion-Controlled Run C, 
S9 10111213 41.1 71 19 20212223 24252627229 
d5 F-
303t 323334 353 3733940414243444640 474840 5051 5253 5455657 589 
--4 
6001 2530455 0070597071 72737475707770 790 
L L1 
- - -1-------2 
CARD NO. 











LISTING OF INPUT DATA PUNCH CARDS:. Sample Input 
TRANSIENT H2 /0 2 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
(initial Non-Diffusion-Control led Run) 
Card No. 
*: TRANSIENT H2/0 CASE 13 *1, (P=300 * G=10b TF=360 * 0/F=1 * 25.30 MSH)TT 1 
.11.. 0 0. ... _ . . 2 
1.05 492, 360. 300. 0, .1472 .1472 u. 3 
360, 300. *1472 0. 0. 00 360. 0.5 4 
*0047 0.12 e0066 *0358 360. 0o .00011 0. 5 
0. .00001 0OOl *o02 .004 .006 .008 001o 7a
 
.012 .015 .o20 7b
 
O f 1 0 - 4 s . ..- .. . 90 ... . 
0o .01 .03 .05 10
 
.001 o001 ,001 .01 11
 
0. it 4o 0. 12
 
0 .01 .03 #05 13
 
2100, 2100. 2100, 2100, 14

•0 . 4* . .. -0t.' 15 
0. .01 603 .05 16
 
.41 .41 .41 .41 
 17
 
294.4 0. 18 
in 
LISTING OF INPUT DATA PUNCH CARDS: Sample Input
 




** TRANSIENT H2/O2 CASE 13 * (P=300 * G=10b * TF=360 * 0/F=1 * 25-30 MSH)TT 1
 
2
11 10 20 1 

1.05 492, 360s 300. 0. .1472 .1472 0. 3 
360o 300. *1472 CIO 0. 0. 360. 0.5 4 
,0047 0.12 .00i6 0358 3b0. 0. .00011 0. 5 
0. .000I .001 .002 .004 .OOb .008 .010 7a
 
.012 9015 *020 7b
 
0. 1* 4s 0. 9
 
0. 01 .03 .05 10
 
.001 .001 *001 .01 11
 
0. 19 4.. 5. 12 
0. .01 .03 05 13
 
2100, 2100, 2100. 2100, 14
 
0O, it 4* 0* 15 
0, .01 .03 .05 16 
.41 .41 .41 .41 17 
100000 .1000-)4 100,00-02 .4&000-02 040000-02 .60000-02 .80000-02 .10000-01 18a 
.12000-01 .15000-31 .20000-01 18b 
.43575+03 .43575+03 .45520+03 .47044+03 *48000+03 *47417+n3 .46072+03 .44732+03 19a 
.43539+03 *41906+O3 .39722+o3 19b 
.36026+03 ,38809+03 t41217+03 .44521+03 o45768+03 .45661+03 .44953+03 .44040+03 20a 
.42447+03 .40009+13 20b 
,Y539o-g-0-..qsYnasijfl+_nan3 c!744+03 ,17235+03 .15794+03 ,13892+03 21a 
*10525+03 .52982+12 21b
 




















.00000 .42134+03 *43569+03-.,4666+03 ,45616+03 ,45292+03 *44431+03 .43466+03 27a
 
.42554+03 .41223+03 .39352+03 27b
 
.00000 O0000 *o0000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 28a
 
.00000 .00000 .COOOO .00000 060000 .00000 .00000 .00000 28b
 
.00000 .00000 .*C000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 28c
 
LISTING OF INPUT DATA PUNCH CARDS (ContC) 
Card No. 
.00000 .0000 1O00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .40805+03 .40819+03 28d 
.40855+03 *40911+-3 .40992+03 .41098+03 .41230+03 .41391+03 .41581403 .41805+03 28e 
.42064+03 .42361+03 .42700+03 .43085+03 .43518+03 .44004+03 .44545+03 .45145+03 28f 
,45805+03 *46525+05 4I7301+03 .-81.22+03",48968+03 ,49798+03 .50539+03 .51047+03 28g 
.51044+03 .50194+03 .48435+03 .43575+03 .40639+03 .40620+03 .40655+03 .40705+03 28h 
.40781+03 .40879+03 .41001+03 .41t50+03 .41326+03 .41533+03 41773+03 .42048+03 28i 
.42363+03-.42720+03 .43124+OZ .43577+03 .44083+03 .44645+03 45271+03 .45958+03 28j 
,46704+03 .47506+03 ,8353+03 ,49217+03 .50054+03 ,50756+03 .51101+03 .50773+03 28k 
.49607+03 .455P0+03 .40415+03 .40424+03 .40457+03 .40503+03 .40574+03 .40664+03 281 
,40777+03 .40916+^ 3 41078+C3 .41271+03 .41492+03 .41747+03 .42039+03 .42370+03 28m 
.42744+03 .43165+03 43637+03 .44164+03 .44748+03 .45395+n3 46103+03 .46872+03 28n 
.47696+03 .48559+03 #49432+03 .50241+63 950809+03 .50869+03 .50216+03 .47044+03 28o 
,39994+03 .40004+05 .40033+03 .40072+03 940133+03 .40209+03 .40305+03 .40423+03 
94056q-+0Q340723+03 .0911+03 .41125+03 .41371+03 .41649+03 .41963+03 .42316+03 
28p 
28q 
,42712+03 .43155+03 .43647+03 .44193+03 .44795+03 .45453+03 .46168+03 .46932+03 28r 
.47733+03 .48528+03 .a9221+03 .49649+03 .49648+03 .48203+03 .39542+03 .39607+03 28s 
.39631+03 .39665+03 .59716+03 .39782+o3 .39864+03 .39963+03 .40080+03 .40217+03 28t 
,40375+03 .40556+63 .40761+03 .40993+03 .41254+03 .41547+03 .41873+03 .42238+03 28u 
.42641+03 .43087+03 .43578+03 .44114+03 044696+03 .45318+03 *45973+03 .46634+03 28v 
.47248+03 .4772203 .47948+03 .47417+03 .39219+03 .39238+03 .39258+03 .39287+03 28w 
.39331+03 .39387+03 #39.57+ID3 9542+03 .39642+03 .39758+03 .39891+03 .40043+03 28x 
S40215+03 *40409+03 .40626+03 .40868+03 *41136+03 .41434+n3 .41762+03 .42123+03 28y 
.42516+03 .42944+03 .43404+03 .43894+03 .44405+03 .44925+03 .45423+03 .45851+03 28z 
.46143+05 ,46072+)3 .38881+C03 .33901+03 .38918+03 .38944+03 .38981+03 .39030+03 28aa 
*39090+03 .39163+03 39248+03 .39347+03 .39460+03 .39589+03 .39734+03 .39897+03 
.40078+03 .40280+03 .40502+03 .40747+03 .41015+03 .41308+03 .41626+03 .41968+03 
28bb 
28cc 
.42334+05 .42720+03 .431P2+03 .43531+03 943932+03 .44301+03 .44595+03 .44732+03 28dd 
.38580+0 ;3A600+3 .86140 33606+03 ,38bb9+03 .38711+03 .38763+03 .38826+03 28ee 
.38899+03 :38985+03 .39082+03 .39192+03 .39316+03 ,39454+n3 .39607+03 .39776+03 28ff 
.39962+03 .40166+03 *40388+03 .40629+03 .40888+03 41166+03 .41462+03 .41772+03 28gg 
.42094+03 .42420+03 .42745+03 .43057+03 .43326+03 .43539+03 .38154+03 .38172+03 28hh 
.38184+03 .38202+03 .38228+r3 .3826a+03 ,38304+03 .38354+n3 .38412+03 .38480+03 
.38557+03 .38643+q3 .38740+05 .38847+03 .38966+03 .39096+03 .39237+03 .39391+03 
28ii 
28jj 
.39557+03 .39736+03 .39926405 .40128 03 .40341+03 .40562+03 .40789+03 .4101.+03 28kk 
.41250+03 .41480+03 ,41691+03 .41906+03 .37525+03 .37540+n3 .37547+03 .37560+03 2811 
.37578+03 .37601+03 .37629+03 .37663+03 .37702+03 ,37747+03 .37799+03 .37856+03 28mm 
,57919+03 .37989+03 *38065+03 .33148+03 .38238+03 .38334+03 .38436+03 .38544+03 28nn 
.38658+03 .38776+1)3 .38898+03 .39022+03 .39147+03 .39271+03 .39392+03 .39511+03 28oo 
v39618+03 .39722+13 28pp p 
LISTING OF INPUT DATA PUNCH CARDS (Cant.) 
*00000 .00000.)o 000 .00000 *Q006 .00000 .ono 0 00000 
*00000 .00000 C9000 .00000 000000 .00000 .00000' .00000 
,00000 0 O000 '00000 .00000
0 0 .00000 .00000 .00000 

.00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 900000 .95972-02 .95618-02 

.95392-02 .94819-02 .93789-02 .92345-02 90b3-02 .88778-n2 .86808-02 .84691-02 

.82431-02 .80131-02 .77951-02 .76036-02 .74497-02 .73468-n2 .73186-02 .74024-02 

.76468-02 ,8i119-32 .88809-02 .I0082-01 .11921-01 .14712-01 .18932-01 .25276-01 

.34662-01 .47984-01 .65471-01 .11025+00 ,12618-01 .12573-01 .12536-01 .12461-01 

.12340-01 .12177-01 .11982-01 .11765.-01 .11527-01 .11268-01 .10989-01 .10698-01 

.10Lt08-O .10132-01 98811-02 .96673-02 .95121-02 .94474-02 .95155-02 .97691-02 

.10280-01 .11156-01 *12561-C1 .14748-01 .18091-At .23146-nl .30693-01 #41636-01 

.56584-01 .97675-01 .15770-01 .15718-01 .15669-el .15581-nl .15451-01 .15282-01 

.567c-oi .14845-0,_ .4585-61 .14300-01 .13993-01 .13670-01 .13340-01 .13015-01 

,12705-01 .12423-31 .12189-01 .12031-01 .11984-01 .12097-01 .12433-01 .13084-01 

.14187-01 .15946-31 .18667-01 .22802-01 .29006-01 .38104-01 .50854-01 .87845-01 

.22816-01 .22757-31 .22704-01 .2618-01 .22503-01 .22358-01 .22183-01 .21978-01 

.21745-01 .21488-11 .21212-01 .10920-01 .20617-01 .20310-nl .20011-01 .19732-01 

.19490-01 .19307-01 .19210-01 .19241-01 .19455-01 l1925-nl .20759-01 .22108-01 

.24189-01 .273i8-01 ,31938-01 .386t0-01 .48038-0t .76389-01 .28929-01 .28873-01 

.28838-0 .28782-)l .28708-01 .28616-01 .28505-01 .28375-01 .28228-01 .28067-01 

.27897-01 *27721-01 27542-01 .Z7367-01 *27205-01 .27067-01 .26969-01 .26927-01 

.26968-01 .27123-01 .27441-01 .27983-01 o28833-01 .30111-ni .31979-01 .34662-01 

.38464-01 .43771- 1 .51024-01 .72497-01 .33806-01 .33756-01 .33741-01 .33719-01 

.33692-01 .33659-01 ,33620-01 .33575-01 .33528-01 .33479-nl .33433-01 .33393-01 

.33362-01 .33347-01 .33356-0i .33398-01 .33485-01 .33634-01 .33866-01 .34208-01 

,34698-01 ,35386-01 .36340-01 .37647-01 .39428-01 ,41841-01 .45089-01 .49428-01 

,55153-01 .715q7-01 .37485-01 .37442-01 .37446-01 .37455-nl .37470-01 .37491-01 

,37518-01 .37552-01 ,37595-01 .37649-01 .37716-01 .37801-01 .37906-01 .38037-01 

.38200-01 .38405-01 .38661-01 .35982-01 .39384-01 .39892-01 *40534-01 .41350-01 

.42391-01 .43724-5) .45438-01 .47644-01 .50484-01 .54133-01 .58797-01 .71775-01 

#40118-01 .40081-31 .40102-01 .40138-01 #40189-01 .40257-01 .40341-oi .40442-01 

,40563-01 .40704-41 .40868-01 .41059-01 .41279-01 .41533-01 .41826-01 .42166-01 

.42561-01 .43023-0 ,#43565-01 .44206-01 .44968-01 .45884-01 .46993-01 .48347-01 

,50011-01 .52070-)1 ,54624-01 .57798-01 .61738-01 .72349-01 .42484-01 .42458-01 

.42501-01 .42575-01 .42679-01 .42813-01 #42978-01 .43176-01 .43406-01 .43670-01 

.43971-01 44311-01 .44692-01 .45118-01 .45592-01 .46120-01 .46709-01 .47365-01 

.48099-01 .48922-11 .49852-01 .50909-01 .52118-01 .53514-nl .55139-01 .57045-01 

.59297-01 .61971-01 .65158-01 .73348-01 .41568-01 .41558-11 .41632-01 .41757-01 

#41931-01 .42156-01 .42431-01 .42758-01 .43137-01 .43569-ni .44054-01 .44595-01 

.45192-01 .45849-j* .46566-01 .47347-01 .48194-01 .49113-01 .50107-01 .51182-01 





















































































LISTING OF INPUT DATA PUNCH CARDS (Cont.): 
Card No.
 
.0000 .00r0 0 .000000 0 .000 G00,40 00000 .00000 .00000 30a 
.00000 00000 .. ,00o .00000 .00000 .00000 30b 
.00000 .000000 .cOO 00000 000000 .00000 .00000 30c 
.00000 .0 GC.000 .00-i .00000 30ld, 000 .13658-01 .13657-00 

.13658-00 .13658-,0 .13658-^U .13659-00 ,13666-On *136t1-nO .13662-03 .13664-00 30e
 
.13666-00 ;13668-00 .13670-00 .13673-00 .13677-00 .13b81-no .13686-00 .13692-00 30f
 
.13700-00 :13709-00 .13720-00 .13734-00 .15753-00 .13778-00 .13812-00 .13860-00 30g
 
.13926-00 .14017-00 *14133-00 .14424-00 .13233-00 .13233-no .13232-00 .13230-00 30h
 
.13229-00 *13226-00 .13224-05 .13221-00 .13217-00 .13213-00 .13209-00 .13204-00 30i
 
.13198-00 .13193-00 .13187-00 .1318-00 .13174-00 *13168-00 .13162-00 .13157-00 30j
 
.13153-00 .13150-00 .13151-00 .13157-00 o13170-00 .13193-n0 .13232-09 .13292-00 30k
 
.13375-00 .13610-00 .12.923-00 .12922-00 .12920-00 ,12918-0O .12914-00 .12910-00 301
 
12905-00 12899-130 92%4-0r 12884"00 .12875-00 .12865-AG .12853-03 .12841-00 3Cm 
.12828-00 .12815-00 12800-00 .12785-00 .12769-00 .12754-00 .12739-0o .12725-00 30n 
.12713-00 .12705-0 .12703-00 .12709-00 *12727-00 .12764-00 .12822-00 .13008-00 300 
,12554-00 .12553-00 .12550-00 .12546-00 *12541-00 .12534-n0 .12526-00 .12516-00 30P 
.12504-00 .12491+00 .12477+00 .12460+00 .12442+00 .12422+00 .12400+00 .12377+00 30q 
.12353+00 .12327+00 .12300+0 .12272+00 .12243+00 .12215+n0 12188+00 .12164+00 30r
 
.12143+09 .12129+00 .12jg3±00 012l30+00 ,12154+00 .12260+00 .12472+0O .12470+00 30s
 
.12468+00 .12464+0o .12458+00 .12450+00 .12441+00 .12431+00 12418+00 .12404+00 30t
 
.12383+00 .12370+00 .12350+00 .12329+00 .12306+00 .12281+00 .12254+00 .12226+00 30u
 
.12197+00 #12166+00 .12135+00 .12104+00 *12074+00 .12046+00 12020+00 .11999+00 30v
 
.11985+00 .11981+,0 .11988+00 .12047+00 .12541-On .12540-00 .12538-00 .12534-00 30w
 
.12528-00 .12521-00 .12512-00 .12502-00 .12490+00 .12477+00 .12461+00 .12445+00 30x
 
.12426+00 .124006+00 .123t00 .12360+00 *12335+00 .12308+n0 .12281+00 .12252+00 30y
 
.12223+00 .12193+00 .12165+00 .12137+00 .12112+00 .12091+00 .12075+00 .12065+00 30z
 
.12065+00 .12097+00 .12686-00 .12685-00 .12682-00 .12679-00 .12674-00 .12667-00 30aa
 
.12660-00 .12650-00 .12639-00 .12627-00 .12613-00 o12598-n0 .12581-no .12563-00 30bb
 
.12543-00 .12522-00 .12499+00 .12475+0U .12451+00 .12425+00 .12399+00 .12373+00 30cc
 
.12347+00 .12322+00 .12300+00 .12280+00 .12264+00 .12253+00 .12249+00 .12266+00 3Odd
 
.12863-00 .12862-00 .1260T0G00..12857-00 912852-00 .12846-00 .12839-00 .12831-00 30ee
 
.12821-00 .12810-Co .12798-00 .12785-00 .12770-00 .12753-00 .12736-00 .12717-00 30f
 
.12697-00 .12676-50 .12655-00 .12t33-00 912609-00 12587-00 .12564-00 .12543-00 30gg

.12523-00 .12505-00 .12490+00 .12480+00 ,12474+00 .12483+N0 9131q0- 00 .13189-00 30hh
 
.13187-00 .13185-00 .13181-G .13176-00 .13171-00 .13164-n0 .13156-00 .13147-00 3Oii
 
.13137-00 .13126-00 .13114-00 .13101-00 .13087-00 *13073-00 .13057-00 .13040-00 30jj
.13023-00 .13005-00 .12987-00 .12969-00 *12952-00 .12935-00 .12919-00 .12905-00 30kk 
.12893-00 .12884-00 .12878-00 .12881-00 .13780-00 .13779-00 .13778-00 .13776-00 3011 0 
.13774-00 .13770-00 .13766-03 .13762-0u .13756-00 .13750-00 .13743-00 .13736-00 30mm 
C 
LISTING OF INPUT DATA PUNCH CARDS (Cont.) 
Card No.
 
13677-n0 .13665-00 .13653-00 30nn
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LISTING OF INPUT DATA PUNCH CARDS: Sample Input 
TRANSIENT H2 /0 2 COMPUTER PROGRAM (All Diffusion-ControlIed Run) 
Cara No.
 
* TRANSI[NT H2/02 CASE 12 V. (P=300 * G=2,10( * TFZ360 * O/F=I * 14-18 MSH)TF 124 	 20 20 1 4 1 

2,10 '492, 
 360. 300. 0. ,,472 .1472 0. 
2
3360,' 300. .1472 0. 0. 0. 360. 2.0 4

.004' 0.12 
 *0066 .0358 360. 0. .00011 0. 	 5 0. 00002 :0D04 .0006 .0038 .0010 .0012 .0015 7a
 
:6020 .0025 
 .0030 .0040 00050 .0060 .0070 .0080 7b

.0090 ,0100 .0110 
 .0120 .0140 .0160 .0180 .0200 7c

*00, .001 
 .001 .002 002 .002 .005 0058a
 $005 ,005 .010 .010 ,020 .020 .020 .020 8b

.'050 .050 .050 .10 
 8c
0. 1. 40 CO 
 9
0. .01 .03 #05 
 10

.0016 ,J016 .001c 90016 
 11
DO 1. 4, 0, 
 12
0 .01 .03 .05 
 13
1300, 1300. 30'). 150. 
 14
 
o. It 4, Q'. 
 15 

























900000 ,13505-31 .25079-1 .44412-01 *58977-01 *70b82-01 




















Output from the H2/O2 transient program consists of both printout and punch cards.
 
The printing is basically the same for all of the three types of runs discussed under
 




There are two different types of printed output from this program: (1) summary
 
printing (when input indicator DEBUEG=F), and (2) detailed printing (when DEBUG=T).
 
The detailed form yields a considerable amount of printed output since everything
 
produced by the summary output is printed out as well as a full station-by-station
 
and time-by-time account of reactor calculations. This can yield over 2000 lines
 
of printing per pass. The detailed printing should be used only when the summary
 
form doesn't give enough detailed information (as for example, at the very beginning
 
of an initial non-diffusion-controlled run for fast reacting cases), where the
 
summary printing for only every twentieth time step may not allow enough information
 
for plotting. An abridged sample of the detailed output from a transient H2/02 run
 
is shown in Figs. 5a through 5t. The output shown in the top of Fig. 5a and in Figs.
 
5e - 5t is what would have been produced if the summary printing alone had been
 
requested. A description of the printed output produced for both the detailed and
 






A listing of the program input including the data case title (see top of Fig. 5a).
 




The following message which concludes each run (see Fig. 5t):
 
H*X**** OPERATIONS COMPLETE *XX*X*** 




The following message which is printed when the non-diffusion-controlled phase
 
of a data case is completed (see Fig. 5t):
 
GO- TO-AIL-fDIFlUSION-CONTROLLED RUN 
TIME = X.)X SECONDS 
Subroutine DEBUG3:
 
1. A complete list of the following values for each axial station and every time 





a. 	interstitial concentrations of hydrogen in lb/ft
3
 
b. 	interstitial concentrations of oxygen in lb/ft3
 
c. 	interstitial concentrations of water in its solid phase in lb/ft
3
 
d. 	interstitial concentrations of water in its liquid phase in lb/ft3
 
e. 	interstitial concentrations of water in its vapor phase in lb/ft3
 
f. 	interstitial concentrations of helium in lb/ft3
 
g. interstitial temperatures in deg R
 
*h. particle surface temperatures
 
i. 	enthalpies in BTU/lb
 
j. 	interstitial pressures in psia
 
k. 	corresponding axial positions in ft.
 
2. 	The cumulative time (see) and wall temperature (deg R) at the end of every time
 




Printer plots of the following values vs. axial position (in feet), corresponding
 
to the last time step of each pass. Each plot summarizes the last five passes or
 
whatever passes remain. (See Figs. 5e - 5k).
 
a. interstitial temperatures (deg R)
 
*b. particle surface temperatures (deg R)
 












Summary printing of the seven variables mentioned under subroutine PRPLOT vs. 
axial position (ft) at the end of every pass. This printing is produced after every 
tenth pass and/or at the end of the last pass. (See Figs. 5P - 5r). 
Subroutine TMPPNT:
 
Summary printing of wall temperature (deg R) and interface location (axial position)
 
in feet of water change-of-phase) vs. time (values printed correspond to the end of
 
each pass). (See Fig. 5s). Also, if H2LEAD=F, pressure in psia and mass flow rate
 
in lb/ft2-sec vs. time are printed. This printing is done after every tenth-pass
 
and/or at the end of the last pass.
 
*Irregularities in the values for particle surface temperature, caused by water
 







Everything printed under the detailed printing described above is also produced
 




Two different types of punch card output can be produced by this program. For
 
the all diffusion-controlled runs, no punch cards will be produced at all. For
 
both of the two types of non-diffusion-controlled runs (initial and continuation)
 




These cards are described in detail under the input discussion section (cards,
 
18-32 under "continuation run"). They will be produced when PUNCH=l or 3 and when
 






These cards are described in detail under the input discussion of all diffusion­
controlled runs (cards 18-25). They will be produced whenever the non-diffusion­




LISTING OF OUTPUT FORSAMPLE DATA CASE 
***** PROGRAM INPUT ***** 
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF 12/02 CATALYTIC REACTOR 
** TRANSIFNT H2/02 CASE 13 ** (P=300 * G=1.05 * TF=360 * O/F=1 * 25-30 MSH) 
NOFZ NPASS INPERP DEBUG MOONO PUNCH
 
11 10 '20 T 1 1 
G TS MH2' M02 MH20 NHE DOH2 0002 DOH20 KP ALPHA
 






AW CW MW DC TA HA HA1 HA2
 
.47000-02 .12000+00 .66000-02 .35800-01 .36000+03 .00000 .11000-03 .00000
 
INITIAL TEMPERATURES, PRESSURES. AND CONCENTRATIONS
 
T . P CIH2 C12 - CIH20 CIHE TPS 
.36000+03 .,0000+03 .14720-00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .36000+03 
INLET TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, ENTHALPY, AND CONCENTRATIONS
 
T p H CIH2 C102 CIHE 
. 6000+03 .30000+03 .00000 .14720-00 .14720-00 .00000 
INPUT AXIAL STATIONS 
.00000 IO00U0-O4 .10000-02 .20000-02 .40000-02 .60000-02 .80000-02 .10000-01 .12000-01 .15000-01 .20000-01 
A. AP, DELTA VS Z TABLES
 
.00000 .10000+01 .40000+01 .00000
 
.UOu0O .10000-01 .30000-01 .50000-01

.10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 
.00000 .10000+01 .40000+01 .00000
 
.00u0o .10000-01 .30000-01 .50000-01
 
.?1000+04 .21000+04 .21000+04 .21000+04
 
.00000 .10000+01 .40000+01 .00000
 
.00000 .10000-01 .30000-01 .50000-01
 
.41000-00 .41000-00 .41000-00 .41000-00
 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H2
 




INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF 02
 




INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(S)
 
,U0000 .000ou .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 
o0O0u OuOO0 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(L) 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF HZO(V) 
.o0uOo .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
,uOUO0 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF HE 
.uO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 *00000 
.00000 
436000+03 .36000+03 .36000+03 
INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURES 
.36000+03 .36000+03 .36000+03 .36000+03 .36000+03 .36000+03 .36000+03 
.J6000+03 
PARTICLE SURFACE TEMPERATURES 





.00000 .0booo .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL PRESSURES 
.30000+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .29999+03 .29999+03 .29999+03 .29999+03 .29998+03 
.29998+03 
AXIAL POSITIONS 
.00000 .10000-04 .10000-02 .20000-02 .40000-02 .60000-02 .80000-02 .10000-01 .12000-01 .15000-01 -
.20000-01 
TIME .20000-02 WALL TEMP = .36000+b3 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H2 
.1472u-00 .14720-00 .14756-00 .14814-00 .14964-00 .15098-00 .15209-00 .15298-00 .15370-00 .15453-00 
.15543-00 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF 02 
.14720-00 .1471b-00 .13882-00 .12832-00 .10386+00 .82945-01 .65949-01 .52380-01 .41606-01 .29094-01 
.15674-01 
.00000 .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(S) 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 
.0oou .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(L)
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000" 
.00000 
.O00o .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(V) 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF HE 


















uo0000 .92068-02 .65744-00 .10206+01 






,30000+03 .30000+06 .30000+03 









TIME .40000-02 'WALL TEMP = .36000+03 
tm 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H2 
.14720-00 .14574-00 .48469-01 .37510-01 .28211-01 .29236-01 .32801-01 .37604-01 .42859-01 .51447-01 
,b5301-01 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF 02 
.14720-00 
,b8054-05 
.14549-00 .25569-01 .14985-01 .56506-02 .35308-02 .24959-02 .18540-02 .13951-02 .97574-03 
.O000 .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(S)
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
,00 
.00000 .00000 .00000 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(L)
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
b0003 
.00000 .32600-0 .29557-01 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(V)
.29075-01 .2914-01 .33216-01 .09165-01 .620-01 .53591-01 .65236-01 
,0725-01 
INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF HE 
.UO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 
INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURES 
.36000+03 .3635+03 .777+01 .92759+03 .11766+04 .3279+01 .99467+01 .85695+0 .75387+01 .60753+03 
.46k41+0 
PARTICLE SURFACE TEMPERATURES 
.11596+04 .11596+04 .14381+04 .12711+04 .13648+04 .11413+04 .95012+03 .79626+03 .68695+03 .57105+03 
.45104+03 
ENTHALPIES 
.00000 .60869+01 .66409+03 .10224+04 .14719+04 .13838+04 .11442+04 .89827+03 .69743+03 .45599+03 
.20488+03 
INTERSTITIAL PRESSURES 
.30000+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .29999+03 .29998+03 .29997+03 .29995+03 .29994+03 .29993+03 .29992+03 
.k9991+03 
.U0000 .10000-04 .10000-02 .20000-02 AXIAL POSITIONS.40000-02 .60000-02 .80000-02 .10000-01 .12000-01 .15000-01 
.20000-01 






TIME PROFILES; CHAMBER PRESSURE VS AXIAL POSITION 
--­ + - + +-+--+-









.27500+03 + + 
.26500+03 + + 
.25b00+O3 ------------------------------------­ +-------------+-------------+----------------------------------+----------- --------------­
-.e91 -.073 .145 .364 .582 .800 1.018 1.236 1.455 1.673 1.891 2.109 . 
-A 
AXIAL POSITION (FT) TIMES (IN 5EC) REPRESENTED BY CURVES I THRU 4 rn 
.0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 
X-AXIS SCALING: X VALUES*10** 2 
--
TIME PROFILES: PARTICLE TEMPERATURE VS AXIAL POSITION 





















.291 -.073 .145 .364 .582 .800 1.018 1.236 1.455 1.673 1.891 2.109 
AXIAL POSITION (FT) TIMES (IN SEC) REPRESENTED BY CURVES THRU 
S0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 
X-AXIS SCALING: X VALUES*O** 2 
---------------------
TIME PROFILES: INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURE VS AXIAL POSITION
 































.30000+03 ----..... -- + ------------- +-.........-+-----------------------+------------------+-+-.-------- + - +------------­
-.?91 -. 073 .145 .364 .582 .800 1.018 1.236 1.455 1.673 1.891 2.109 -
AXIAL POSITION (FT) TIMES (IN SEC) REPRESENTED BY CURVES I THRU 4 o­
.0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 c 
X-AXIS SCALING: X VALUES*10** 2 
- -- - -- - - -- - - -
TIME PROFILES: H2 MOLE FRACTION VS AXIAL POSITION
 




.95000-00 + + 












.91000-00 + 3 



















.67000-00------------+ --------------------- +--------+-------+--------------------------- . .... +-.----------­
-9 -,073 ,145 .364 .582 .800 i.O1S 1.236 1.455 1.673 1.891 2.109 .,,
' 

AXIAL POSITION (FT) TIMES (IN SEC) REPRESENTEO BY CURVES 1 THRU 4
 
.0290 .Q0t90 ,0690 .0750
 
X-AAIS SCALING: X VALUES l0** 2
 








.45500-01 + I 
3 
4 
MOLE FRACTION 2 
(DIMENSIONLESS) 










-.bO000-3 ------- -----------­ +----------------- --------­+ ------------+------------- ---------------------------------­
-.,e9 -.073 .145 .364 .582 .800 1.018 1.236 1.455 1.673 1.891 2.109 
AXIAL POSITION (FT) TIMES (IN SEC) REPRESENTED BY CURVES I THRU 4 
.0290 .0490 .0690 .075n 
X-AXIS SCALING: X VALUES*1O** 2 
----------------------------------



























-. 291 -.073 .145 .364 .582 .800 1.018 1.236 1.455 1.673 1.891 2.109 
AXIAL POSITION (FT) TIMES (IN SEC) REPRESENTED BY CURVES I THRU 4
 
.0290 .0490 .0690 .0750
 








.10000-10 ------------------------------- +---- - -- -------------------------- ----------- ------ --------+- -- -----------­











-. 0O000-10 ------- +--------+----------------------­
-.291 -.073 .145 .364 .582 .800 1.018 1.236 1.455 1.673 1.891 2.109 
AXIAL POSITION (FT) TIMES (IN SEC) REPRESENTEO BY CURVES I THRU 4 
.0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 
--P 
X-AXIS SCALING: X VALUES*10** 2 
TIME PROFILES OF INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURE VS AXIAL POSITION
 
AXIAL * TEMPERATURE (DEGREES R) 
POSITIOi *i 
(FT) 4 
t .0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 
bLC SEC SEC SEC 
.0000 * .36000+03 .3c000+03 .36000+03 .36000+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .000o 
.1000-04 * .36U26+03 .36257+03 .36342+03 .36353+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-02 * .38609+03 .60845+03 .72352+03 .74477+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-02 4 .41c17+03 .74391+03 .90246+03 .92759+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.4000-02 * .44:21+03 .87814+03 .11287+04 .11766+04 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
*bOO0-02 * .4568+03 .82655+03 .10729+04 .11279+04 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.8000-02 * .45o61+03 .73519+03 .94292+03 .99467+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-01 * .44953+03 .65285+03 .81355+03 .85695+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1200-01 * .44U4O+0 .59176+03 .71008+03 .74387+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
..1500-01 4 .42447+03 .51446+03 .58606+03 .60733+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-01 * .40009+03 .43799+03 .45632+03 .46241+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
TIML PROFILES OF PARTICLE TE1MPERATURE VS AXIAL POSITION
 
AXIAL * TEMPERATURE (DEGREES R) 
POSITiON * 
(FT) * 
* .0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 

























.1000-02 * .45520+03 .10798+04 .13824+04 .14381+04 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-02 * .47044+03 .10119+04 .12411+04 .12711+04 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.4000-02 * .48000+03 .10011+04 .13028+04 .13648+04 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.bOO0-02 * .47417+03 .81849+03 .10789+04 .11413+04 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000. 
.000-02 * .46072+03 .69309+03 .89575+03 .95012+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-01 * .44732+03 .60826+03 .75381+03 .79626+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
..1200-01 * .43539+03 .55712+03 .65608+03 .68695+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1500-01 * .41906+03 .49171+03 .55219+03 .57105+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-01 * .39722+03 .43226+03 .44603+03 .45104+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
TIME PROFILES OF CHAMBER PRESSURE VS AXIAL POSITION
 
AXIAL * PRESSURE (PSIA) 
POSITIOA * 
(FT) * 
* .0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 
* LC SEC SEC SEC 
.0000 * .30000+0s .30000+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-04 * .30000+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-02 * .30U00+03 .30000+03 .30000+03 .30000403 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-02 * .30U00+03 .30000+03 .29999+03 .29999+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.4000-02 * .30U0003 .20090+03 .299998+03 .29998+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.4000-02 * .29999+03 .29999+03 .29997+03 .29997+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.6000-02 * .29999+03 .29998+03 .29996+03 .29995+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.8000-01 * .29999+03 .29997+03 .29995+03 .29994+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
..1200-O * .29999+03 .29997+03 .29994+03 .29993+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1500-01 * .29998+03 .29996+03 .29993+03 .29992+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-01 * .29998+03 .29995+03 .29992+03 .29991+03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.90 
=1 
TIME PROFILES oF H2 MOLE FRACTIO VS AXIAL POSITION 
AXIAL * H2 MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS) 
POSITION * 
(FT) * 
* .0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 

























































































































tTIME PROFILES OF 02 MOLE FRACTION VS AXIAL POSITION 

I 
AXIAL , 02 MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS) 
POSIT1ON 4 
(FT) 
• .0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 
* SEC SEC SEC SEC 
.0000 * .59377-01 .59377-01 .5977-01 .59377-01 .00000 00DO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-04 * .59.50-01 .59263-0l .59266-01 .59266-01 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 























.oOOO-02 * .45991-01 .91678-02 .71535-02 .67170-02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.8000-02 * .41907-01 .56854-02 .44932-02 .42184-02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-01 * .39241-01 .35891-02 .29001-02 .27280-02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1200-01 * .37497-01 .22823-02 .19053-02 .17989-02 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1500-01 * .35745-01 .12365-02 .10983-02 .10471-02 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-01 * .33.50-01 .77516-03 .62783-03 .58944-03 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
0 
¢T 
TIME PROFILES OF H20 MOLE FRACTION VS AXIAL POSITION
 
AXIAL * H20 MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS) 
POSITIO * 
(FT) * 
.0290 .0490 .ob9O .0750 





































































































































TIME PROFILES OF HE MOLE FRACTION VS AXIAL POSITION
 
AXIAL HE MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS) 
PUSITIOw~*" 
(FT) * 
.0290 .0490 .0690 .0750 

























.1000-02 * .GOUO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-02 * .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.4000-02 * .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.b00-02 * .OOUO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.8000-02 * .OOuoo .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-01 * .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.1000-01 * .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
..1500-01 * .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.2000-01 * .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
WALL TEMPERATURE, INTERFACE VARIATIONS VS TIME 
TINE * WALL TEMP SOLID/SOLID-LIQUID SOLID-LIQUID/LIQUID LIQUID/LIQUID-VAPOR LIQUID-VAPOR/VAPOR(StcI (DEGREES R) (FT) (FT) rFT) (FT)
 
.U290 * .36046+03 :20000-01 .20000-01 .20000-01 .20000"01
 
.0490 * .364E8+03 .20000-01 .20000-01 .20000-01 .20000-01
 
.Uo90 * .37203+03 .20000-01 .20000-01 
 .20000-01 .20000-01
 
.0750 * .37495+03 .20000-01 .20000-01 .20000-01 .20000-01
 
*** * ***** * *** ***** *** **** * ******* *** ** 
* 60 TO ALL DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED RUN * 
*TIME .7500-01 SEC 
SOPERATIONS COMPLETE










F874: 	 This routine handles the reading and writing of the standard
 
deck input. Subroutine MCALC is called from it.
 
MCALC: 	 This routine handles the main body of reactor calculations.
 
Most of the other subroutines are called from it.
 
DERIV: 	 This subroutine calculates the values of the derivative
 
expressions. 




PCALCS: 	 This subroutine does the diffusion-controlled catalyst particle 
analysis.
 
GREEN: 	 This subroutine finds the values of the Green's functions used
 
in calculations in subroutine PCALCT. 
ROOT: 	 This subroutine finds the roots of the characteristic equation
 
x-cot(x)+C=O. using a modified method of successive substitu­




INSERT: 	 This subroutine inserts the interface axial positions (positions where 
water chang&s phase) into the original Z array. -
DELETE: 	 This subroutine deletes the inserted interface axial positions at
 
the end of each time step.
 
OVSTEP: 	 This subroutine makes appropriate adjustments to temperature, 
pressure, concentrations, etc., when axial positioning has over­
stepped the interface boundaries. 








BDPNCH: 	 This subroutine handles the punching and reading of the extra 
input needed by the continuation and all diffusion-controlled runs. 




SETUP: 	 This subroutine is used to setup the arrays needed for the printer
 
plots in subroutine PRPLOT.
 
PRPLOT: 	 This subroutine is used to develop and print the printer plots of
 




UPRNT: 	 This subroutine handles the printing of wall and interface position
 
values vs. time. For non-hydrogen-lead cases, it also handles
 
printing of the mass flow rate and pressure vs. time.
 
DEBUG3: 	 This subroutine handles the detailed printing-which is produced
 
only when input logical indicator DEBUG=T.
 
UNBAR: 	 This subroutine will do linear quadratic or cubic interpolation
 




TABLES: 	 This subroutine contains tables of heat of reaction, species
 
viscosities, species specific heats, vapor pressure, heat of con­




























PARAMETER NAX=70 NT=4Q.. 
PARAMETER NPP=30, NRTS=200 




















COMMON iC3*./ NOFZt.NP.ASS NAXLAL.INPERPfHODPCIMODNO PUNCH.L1.TSTEP.o 
X JDPISHUTIHOT
 










x .160 E+14, *3174 E+8, *50 E+4, .40 E-4* 2,02t 32.0p 18.02,
 




X 59,94t 277,92 1164,6# .1676 E-2, .7572 E-3, .6355 E-3.
 
X 12l49, .177 /
 

















14AXIAL = NOFZ 
IF (PUNCH.E.4) NAXIAL=NOFZ+4
 








READ (5t2) (Z(It=h1 NOFZ)
 
IF (ITSTEP9 EQ.O) GO TO 7
 




FORMAT ('1' 53X '***** PROGRAM INPUT ****' //
 
X 43X 'TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF HZ/02 CATALYTIC REACTOR' / 
X 30X A6 ) 
WRITE (6,17) NOFZNPASSINPERPDEBUGMODNOPUNCH 
FORMAT U0'.// 1X 'tPOFZ' 6X..'NRA$S'.5&.!INPRP' 5X 'DEBUG' 7X 
X 'MODNO' bX 'PUNCH' / 37X, 13, 9X, 12# 8X, 12, 9X, L2, 9X, 
X I2, lOX? 11) 
WRITE (6,12) GTS,MH2,MO2,MH20MHEDOH2,DOO2,DOH20,KPoALPHA 
FORMAT (0''12X '6' lOX 'TS' 8X 'MH2' 8X 'NO2' BX 'MH20' 7X 'MHE' 
57 
x 8X 'DOH2 7X 'D002' 6X 00OH20' 8X tKPI 7X IALPHA' /
 




13 	 FORMAT (@Of 9X 'ALPHAK' 6X'GAMMA%'LXr 1i.,5._ 
WRITE (6.5) AWCW#MWDCPTAHAtHAIPHA2
 
5 FORMAT ('0' 27X tAWI 9X 'CW' 9X 'MW' 9X 'DC' 9X 'TA' 9X 'HAV 8X
 




19 FORMAT ('0' 40X 'INITIAL TEMPERATURES. PRESSURES, AND CONCENTRATIO
 
LZ'I,' 	 -,.IHEt..XNS. 	 / A3X IT' I.X 9 'P 8X IC1H2  &X.CH2Lt..X 




14 FORMAT ('O' 37X 'INLET TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE. ENTHALPY, AND CONCE
 
XNTRATIONS' / 39X IT' IOX 'P' lOx 'H' 9X 'CIH2' 7X 'CI02' 7X 'CIHE'
 




16 FORMAT (t0' 56X 'INPUT AXIAL STATIONSt / (12E11.5) I
 




18 FORMAT (0' 5iX 'TIME INCREMENTS FOR EACH PASS' / (12E11.5)
 




1U3 FORMAT ('0' 54X 'VALUES USED TO CALCULATE DPDT' / 39X 'PF' 12X 
x 'TSS' 1OX 'MBARSS' loX 'AC' 12X 'VC' / 35XE1O.b.4X# 
X EIO.5,4XEIO.5,4XEIO,5,4XLIO.5 I) 

































































20 FORMAT ('O' // 53X 'A, AP, DLLTA VS i TABLES
 
2-I FoR14AT (38X, 4Li3,5)
 
e2 FORMAT (lX. 10L13.b)
 













If...(PUNCH.EQ,2eOR9 PUNCHEQ,3) GO TO 90.
 
C SET INITIAL CONDITIONS THROUGHOUT REACTOR BED 
D0 50 IzaNAXIAL 




CIH2OL(I) z CH20I 
CIH2OV(I) CH20I 
CIHE(I) = CHEI 
T.1H = TI 
PT() PTI 
50 P(I) = PI 
C START REACTOR CALCULATIONS
 
90 CALL MCALC (H2LEADtDEBUG)
 








100 	 FORMAT ('0' /// 49X ti***** OPERATIONS COMPLETE ******/ 
X 49X 'TOTAL EXECUTION TIME:tF5.1,' MINUTEb'O 






























































DATA RPPI.OMEGAeKM /10,73, 3,1415927t 35800,p 5
 
DIF (UOPrT) = 14.7*UO/P*(T/492.)**1.823
 
KCF (OGRHOtAMPUIAAP) = 61*G/RHO*(AM/RHO/DI)**-,67*(G/AP/AM)**-.41
 
C 
C PROGRAM FLAGS ANO INDICATORS
 
C 
C NOFZ : No. OF INPUT AXIAL STATIONS
 
Q 
C NAXIAL: NOFZ+4 (ALLOWS FOR INTERFACE AXIAL STATIONS)
 




C MOOPC : MODULAR PASS COUNT INDICATOR USED TO DETERMINE WHEN
 




L MODNO : MODULAR NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES USED FOR
 


















C PUNCH -AUXILIARY INPUT/OUTPUT. INDICATOR --
C =1 NO AUXILIARY I/O 
..... ...2REAAUI,.AB._NPi.Lx~,Y .....
 
C =3 PUNCH AUXILIARY OUTPUT ONLY 
C ;4 READ AUXILIARY INPUTJ, AND PUNCH AUXILIARY OUTPUT 
C 
c ITSTEPI TIME INCREMENT.INDICATOR ---
C =0 PROGRAM DETERMINES DELT INCREMENTS 
C =1 DELT INCREMENTS ARE.-INPUTC 
C IHOT : HPT START INDICATOR ---

C =0 NORMAL START
 




c ISHUT ; REACTOR SHUTDOWN INDICATOR
 
c =0 NORMAL REACTOR OPERATION
 




C JOP CONSTANT DELT INDICATOR (USED ONLY WHEN ITSTEP=O) ---

C =0 PROGRAM DETERMINES DELT AS USUAL
 
C :1 DELT SET CONSTANT AT ,001 SEC
 
C 
C MINT3 : UIFFUSION CONTROL INDICATOR ---

C =u REACTOR CALCULATIONS NOT YET DIFFUSION CONIROLLED
 



















IZ z 3. 
K:
 























7 ZLVV(I) = ZEND
 
00 TO (102 u102p10 2p11 l), PUNCd
 
102 -ALPHA = 0.
 








2b L)O 32 I=IPNAXIAL
 























19 OELTT = DELT(1)
 
17 TM = PT(2)
 
C SET INITIAL "PARTICLE SURFACE VALUES FOR TEMPERATURE, CONCENTRATION 
TPS = PT(1) 
TW = TPS 
CsHa = CIH2(2) 
CS02 = C102(2) 
cSH0aQ = CIH20(2) 
IF (H2LEAD) GO TO 121 
G = OSS*SQRT((PF-PREST)/(PF-P(l))) 
CI02(1) = CI02(1)*PREST/P(l) 
CIH (1) = CIH2(12*PREST/P(l) 
CIHE(d) = CIHE(I)*PREST/P() 
121 	 TIMF = .0a
 




113 	 IF (PUNCH.EG.2,OR.PUNCH.EQ.3) CALL RDPNCH(TIMEHW,MINT)
 










8 IF (T(1)-TL) 9,9,IU
 




10 REGION = 5
 
L 
C BEGIN STEPPING AXIALLY THROUGH THE REACTOR
 
. IZ = IZ+I 
IRHUM = 0 
C CHECK IF CALCULATIONS UIFFUSIOII CONTROLLED AT CURRENT AXIAL STATION 
MZ = MINT(IZ) 
W 10 (37,39,47), MZ 
39 IF (PASSNO.EQ.1oAND.IT.EO,1) 60 TO 3C 
IF (pPT(IZ)-PT(IZ)) 37,37,36 
3b 	 SSTATE = *FALSE, 
G0 TO 38
 
37 IF (PT(IZ)-OCTLMP) 31,3030
 




C NOt DIFFUSION CONTROLLED --­







































































































IF (IZ,EQ,2) GO TO 84
 






















































KCH20 = KCF(GRHOMUpDIH2OAP) 
SUMC = CIH2(IZ-1)/MH2+CI02(IZ-1)/MO2+CXH2(IZ-1)/MH20+CIHE(IZ-1)/ 
X MHE 
THERMC = (THlI2*CIH2(IZ-1)/MH2+THO2*CIOZ(IZ-)/MO2+THH20* 
63
 
x 	 .CiH2OA.IZ-1)/M2O+THf4E*C IHE(!Zi-l)/MHE)/SUiMC 
MHC = ,61*CFBAR*G*CG/(A-P*.MU) )**,-,t1*(CFBAR*MU/THERMC) **-,.667 
HW(IZ) = HCHW(1jz= HWC2) 
58 	 IF (SSTATE) GO TO 60
 
















CSH20 = 0, 
C PARTICLE ANALYSIS --- STEADY STATE
 
60 CALL PCALCS (TPSPCSO2CSf2CSH20CIO2PRIZMINT)
 










85 CICP3 = O.
 
















d7 WHE = CIHE(IZ-1)/HHO
 
C MAKE DERIVATIVE CALC.ULATIoNS
 
900 	 CALL DERIV (CI02PRpDLLTZIZr,?EGION)
 
CIO(IZ) = CI02(IZ-1)+DC DZ*DEL'IZ
 












903 P(IZ) = P(IZ-I)+DPUZ*D)ELTZ
 















































CALL UNBAR (TVSVPPI,P(IZ)pO,tTLKK) 
. MSUM = CIHUIZ)/MH2+CIO2(IZ)I/MO+tCIH20(IZ)I/MH20+CIHE(IZ)/AHE 
MFO2(IZ) = C1O2(IZ)/MO2/CMSUMIt- (.IMFPZ ,LI.hJ 	 MII{TIZ).
*,A*MF.OZ IIhIAND.,(PtU-ZL.tTAT (11430.))) 








C BEGIN TESTING FOR,INTERFACE LOCATIONS 
C 
00 10TO o.40xf,0,4) REGIO.N 
C SOLID/SOLID-LIQUID INTERFACE 
100 IF (T(IZ)-TS) 51#1011101 
101 CALL OVSTEP (ZENDIZPASSNOREGION) 
&O TO 140 
C SOLID-LIQUID/LIOUID INTERFACE 
110.. IF (CIH2O.xIZ)) l0101et51 
C LIQUIO/LIGUID-VAPOR INTERFACE 
120 IF (T(IZ)TL) 51,101O101 -
C LIQUID-VAPOR/VAPOR INTERFACE
 
130 IF (CIH2OL(IZ)) 101,101,51
 
C END OF REACTOR BLU
 
140 IF (Z(IZ)-ZEND) 51070#101
 
51 IF (IZ.LT.NOFZ) GO TO 1
 








C CALCULATE MOLE FRACTIONS
 








W MF!iiI) = C.IHE(1)/MiE/CMSUM 
IF (H2LEAD.UR.TIMEGT.SDTIME) Go TO 118 
OPDT = R*T(IZ)/MBAR*AC/VC*(G-PRLST*GSS*SQRT(MBAR*TSS/(T(IZ)*MBARSS 
x ))/P(I)) 
PPP = R*AC*GSS/(VC*P(I)*SQRT(MBARSS/TSS))*SuRT(T(IZ)/MBAR) 











C END OF REACTOR HAS BEEN REACHED FOR CURRLNT TIHE STEP 
116 TIME = TIME+DELTT 
C CHECK FOR DEBUG PKINT 
IF (DEBUG) CALL DEBUG3(TIMEIT)
 

















104 IF (ISHUTEQ,1) GO TO 42
 

















76 IF (T()-TL) 74,74,75
 




75 REGION = 5
 

























Zo IF (ITLEINPERP) GO TO I 
C COMPLETION OF A PASS --- CHECK OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS­
108 iT = I 
Nk = PASSNO 
C MO[PC = NO. OF COLUMNS OF PRINT UN SUMMARY OUTPUT PAGES MUST tE 
C RESET AS PASS NUM6ER COUNT (PASSIIO) EXCEEDS 10 --- MAX. NO. OF OUTPUT 
L COLUMNS PER PAGE IS 10 --- IOCT IS COUNT OF HOW MANY TIMES SUMMARY 
C OUTPUl HAS BEEN PRINTED --- MAX* OF 3 TIMES (lOCT = 0,12) 
IF (IOCT.EQ.O) GO TO bb 
0 -0 (56#57), IOCT 
tm tODPC = NPASS-1O 
GO TO 55 
t7 MODPC = NPAS-20 
b5 TWT(PASSNO) TW 
TM(PASSNO) = TINE
 










28 CALL SETUP (TMpHFH2pMFO2pMFH OHFHEPASSNOKKM)
 

















62 	 FHE(MKT) = MFHE(I) 
m = M+
 












C RETURN TO INLET
 








IF (.NOTH2LEADANOTIMELTSDTIME) CALL TMPRP(TMGToPRESTTN,N2)
 





PASSNO = PASSNO Z
 




79 FORMAT A.lA 6X 18(0*') / 47X '* .- TO ALL DIFEUSION-CONTROLLED RU 
XN ** / 47X '* TIME ='PE9,4' SEC'P 7X'*' / 47X# 38('*') 
IF (ISHUTEQ.I) GO TO 72
 
C DUMMY READ STATEMENT POSITIONS PAST FINAL INPUT CARD IF SHUTSOWN TIME
 
C HAS NOT BEEN REACHED
 
71 READ (5t41) OUMMIlyrYUMKY
 
CRETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM IF CASE HAS REACHED ALL DIFFUSION CONTROLLED
 




7. IF (PASSNO.GT.NPASS) GO TO 77
 




77 	 IF (PUNCHEQe,1ORaPUNCHEQ.3) CALL RPNCH3(TIMEPHWMINT)
 





L ERROR MESSAGES FOLLOW --­
905 WRITE (6,902) 1I1Z)PL)PDZ,IT,PASSNOIZREGION

902 FORMAT (0t' 5X, 12o(o*i) // .sX 'ERROR --- LRRORt / 53X 'PRESSURE 
X HAS GONE NEGATIVE' / 48X 'P =fE1.5p 5X 'DPDZ ='El1,5 / 
X S2X 'TIML INCREMENT'v,3, OF PASS',13 / 




C INTERNAL FUNCTION AND SUBROUTINE sUf5-PRObRAMS FOLLOW ---
C 
FUNCTION RSUM (NMI) 
D0 101 IzlNM1 










DATA (TALE(1),I14) / 0,t 1.r 0.. 0. / 
DATA (TABLE2(I)I=4) / 0., 1,p O, 0, / 
DATA (TA6LL3(I})I=I4) / O. 1,t 0.? 0, / 
67
 
DATA (TABLE4(I).,I=,4) / O. I., 0.. 0.p/ 
DATA (TABLE5(I)FI.-l,4) / O.s 1,t_,9j _, . 
CALL RPNCH2 (TIMEtNAXTPZTPPTTPCO2TeCH2T.CH2OTtTTI) 
TAL2(3) NAXT 
TABLE2(3) = NAXT 
TABLE3,(3) = NAXT 
TABLE4(3) = NAXT 
TABLEB (3) =NAXT 
DO I I=IPNAXT 








































c ROUTINE TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE uELTA T INCREMENT BASED ON.TEMPERATURE 
C AND PRESSURE 
C 
IF (ITSTEP.iG.1) GO TO 9 










14 DELT = .001 
JOP = 1 
DPTPS = TPSMAX 
G0 TO 9 
13 DELTT = .00, 
60 TO 9 
12 DELTT = .01 
GO TO 9 
11 DELTT = .05 
GO 10 9 





tiBT~ciYfN b!-MV-r~bo- 7D- TZ,Z, REGION)
 


















RE4L 	$Q , %Og?g  2 F~j,!P. 
X PPmTANAXI
 





























































































C ROUTINE TO,-fO PARTI-CLE ANALYSIS OF- EMat--ONNTRATIONt DflTRIBUTIONS.
 















































L PARTICLE ANALYSIS NOMLNCLATURE FOR 02 + 2H2 --- 2H20 REACTION 
C 
C C502 : PARTICLE SURFACE CONCENTRATION OF 02
 
C CSH12 : PARTICLE SURFACE CONCENTRATION OF H2
 
C CSH20 ;. PARTICLE SURFACE QQNCENTRATION OF H20
 
C TS : PARTICLE SURFACE TEMPERATURE
 
C CPOZ(Ipl) ; PARTICLE CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION OF 02 AT TIME I
 
C cPH2(I,.1 : PARTICLE CONCENTRATION UISTRIBUTION OF H2 AT TIME 1
 
C CPH20(Iul) : PARTICLE CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION OF HZ0 AT TIME i
 
L TP(I t) : PARTICLE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AT TIME I
 








C CPH2(Ip2) : PARTICLE CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION OF H2 AT TIME 2
 
C 	 CPH20(I,2) : PARTICLE CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION OF H20 AT TIME 2
 
TP(l,2) : PARTICLE TEMPERATURE DISTRIWUTION AT TIME&2-..
 
C CIH2 : INTEitSTITIAL-CONCENThATION OF H2 
C C102 ; INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATION OF 02 
C CI120 : INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATION OF H20 
C T : INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURE 
C P : INTERSTITIAL PRESSURE 
C 
C 002 : KNUDSEN 






C RTO2(N) : ARRAYS CONTAINING
 
C RTH2(N) CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS OF
 
c. RTH2O(N), THE EQUATION X*COTCX)+CPHI*A-1) 0_.0
 




C LAMDA(I) : NORMALIZED RADIAL POSITIONS
 
C LAMDAO(I).: WITH-IN THE CATALYST -PARTICLE 
GRT : GREEN'S FUN.TON. 95Q"JA..TIC
 
C GRTI TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS
 
C GR02 GREEN'S FUNCTIONS USED IN PARTICLE CALCULATION
 
C GR021 OF OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION 
C GRH2 GREEN'S FUNCTIONS USED IN PARTICLE CALCULATION 
C GRH2I OF HYDROGEN DISTRIBUTION 
C GRH2O : GREEN'S FUNCTIONS USED IN PARTICLE CALCULATION_ ..... 
C GRH20I: OF H20 DISTRIBUTION
 
C 
C RADP Z PORE RADIUS OF CATALYST PELLET
 
C TOL : TOLERANCE USED FOR CONVERGENCE CHECK ON 02 PROFILE
 
C MAX ; MAXIMUM NO. OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED
 
C NPP : NO, P9 POINTSpIQFILE WIThIN CATALYST PELLET
 
C IRTT : MAXIMUM-NUMBER OF TERMS USED IN SERIES EXPANSION FOR
 
C NRT02 3 OBTAINING GREEN'S FUNCTIONS .*.
 
C NRTH2 2 NRTT --- TEMPERATURE, NRT02 --- OXYGENP 

























If (PASSNOEQ.,1ANO.IT.EQ1) GO TO 21
 
IF (ITSTEPEQ.1,ANDPASSNO.EQ,l GO TO 20
 
IF (ITSTEP.E v1.AN,JDP.EQ,0) Go TO 25
 




IF (PT(IZ).GTTPSX) GO TO 23
 
C CHECK TIME INCREMENT WITH PREVIOUs DELTT --- MUST CALCULATE NEW GREEN'S -.-

C FUNCTIONS IF DIFFERENT
 
a8 IF (DELTP-DELTT) 2120,2l
 
?5 IF (DELT(PASSNO)-DELT(PASSNO-1)) 21#20,21
 
C NEWDT IS INDICATOR FOR NEW TIME INCREMENT ... 
C NEWDT = 0 --- INCREMENT UNCHANGED 
c NEWDT = I --- NEW INCREMENT IN USE 
23 DPTPS = PT(IZ)
 
21 NEWDT = 1
 
20 IF (PUNCHEQ.2,UR.PUNCH,EQ.3) Go TO 93
 
IF (PASSNO,E.1,AND.ITEQ.) GO TO 43
 
L SET PARTICLE CONCENTRATION, TEMP, RHET PROFILES FROM SURFACE VALUES
 
C CALCULATED AT, PR4VIOUS TIME INCREMENT
 











RjtET Ltlen ALPhAjS*CP9Zcj,1j**.84XR Cr2AMALWTE t-lfl)

42 	 RHET(I,2) = RHET(I,1)
 







































IF (P(IZ),LT.,O01) '50 TO 18
 
IF (PUNCH.EQ,2.OR.PUNCH.EQ,3) Go TO 71
 
.IF (PASSNO,Q.1.AND0.T.EQ.±) GO TO 26
 




26 TEMP = T(IZ)
 
24 U02 = DF(PCO2,PCH2,I4OZMH2,TEMPP(IZ)PTCOZTCH2)
 








18 Ou2 = DK02 
DH2 = DKH2 
50 PHI02 = KCO2/DO2 
PHIH2 = KCH2/DH 
C SOLVE FOR ROOTS OF THE EQUATION X*COT(X)+C U, --- CzKCH2/DH2*A-I., 
CZKCO2/DO2*A-1,r 
C C=KCH2O/DH20*A-1. 






















































C CALCULATE INITIALGUESS FORPARTfICLE CONCENTRATLN UISTHIUUI±UN Vr u 
C 














C GREEN'S FUNCTIONS SYMMETRIC W.R.T. LAMDAP LAMDAO --- G(LLO)=G(LO,L)
 














































IF (NEWT.EQ.O.OR.ITP.EQ.IT.OR.ITER.@T.O) GO TO 10
 









C GREEN'S FUNCTIONS SYMMETRIC V.R.T, LAMDA AND LAMDAO 







C CALCULATE II4TEGRAND FUNCTION
 
10 IF (L.EQ.I) GO TO 3i
 
F(I) = 2,*LAMDAO(I)/LAMDA(L)*((- FR*A**4/(-KAPPA*KP))*(RHET(Iu2)-

















C CALCULATE INTEGRAL EXPRESSION FOR GIVEN LAMDAP ALL LAMDAO'S-

DO 55 I=INPI ­






















C CONVERGENCE --- CALCULATE CONCENTRATIONS FOR H2, H20
 
C CALCULATE PARTICLE CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION FOR H2
 
C 
NT ; NRTH2 
00 550 L1lNPP 
DO 500 1=2,NPP 
IF (NEWOT.EQ0o.OR.ITP.EO*IT) GO TO 13 
IF (ILT.L) GO TO 12 
CALL GREEN (LAMuA(L)tLAMDAO(I)RTH2rH2pPHII2PGRH2(LI)t 
x GRH2I(LI)GH2TICLI),DT.RNT.L)
GO TO 13 
f GREEN'S FUNCTIONS SYMMETRIC WatT. LAMDA AND LAMDAO --- G(LpL0);G(L0,L) 
12 GRH2(LI) GRH-(IL) 
GRFH2I(LeI) G6RH21(iL) 
GRHLTI(L,I) GRH2TICI,L) 
13 If (LEQ.1) GO TO 33 












































78 	 NCON = 1 
GO TO 99
 
77 IF (CS02) 88076p7b
 









27 	 IF (KOUNT.EQ.1) GO TO 38
 








X RHET(NPPt2).ANDIRATEEQI)) GQ TO 38
 






38 00 39 I=1NPP
 




41 	 ITER = ITER+t
 


















161 IF CCS02) 880,90,90
 








880 WRITE (6,890) CSO2,CSI2,CSH2OTPS,IT,PASSNO
 
890 FORMAT ('0' 5X, 120('*') // 58X 'ERROR --- ERROR' / 38X 'PARTICLE 
XSURFACE CONCENTRATION OF 02 HAS GONE NEGATIVE' / 24X 'CS02 =', 
A E1X.5t 5P 'CSH2 =',Ell5, 5X, '$CSH20 ',EXZ.5, 5X, 'TPS ='. 
X E11.5 / b2X 'I1ME INCREMENT',13,' OF PASS',i3 // 120(1*t)
 
CALL EXIT 
861 WRITE (6,891) CsH2,CSO2,CSH2OTPSITPASSNO 
891 FORMAT ('0' 5Xr 120('*') // 58X 'ERROR --- tRROR' / 38X 'PARTICLE 
XSURFACE CONCENTRATION OF H2 HAS GONE NEGATIVE' / 24X 'CSH2 =',
 
A EI,5t 5X, 'CS02 :',E1X.5, 5X, 'CSH20 z',E1.b, bX, 'TPS z',
 

























































GO TO (i,1,1,2), PUNCH
 
2 IF (IZ.NEZ) GO TO 3




35 CI02(IZ) z CI02PR
 









C502 = 0. 
CSH2 = CIH2(IZ-I)-(KC02/KCHZ*MH2/(MO2*.5)*(CI02(IZ-E)-CSU2)) 


























































DW3DZ = DW3UZ/FACT3 
Dw3sDz 0,
 
DW3L0Z = DW30Z*((HLV-H(IZ-I))/(HLV-HL))-DHDZ/CHLV-HL) 
DW3VDZ = 0W3DZ*((H IZ-1)-HL) /(-ILV-IiL))+DhDZ/(HLV-HL) 
0WOZ3 DhZVOZ 







































DTDZ = DHDZ/CFBAR 
GO TO (7.8,7,87)t REGION 
7 TUZ = DTDZ/T(IZ-1)
GO TO 9 
'8 T = Go 
9 DMBHDZ = -MBAR*(DW10Z/MH2+DW2DZ/MO2+DWDZ3/MH20)/(WH2/MH2+WO2/MO2+ 
X W3/MH20+WHE/MHE) 
URHODZ = RHOl*(DWJDZ+RHO2*(DPDZ/P(IZ-I)+DMBRDZ/MBAR -TDZ)) 
RCOR = -RHOI/Riiu*(DwJDZ+RHO2*(DPDZ/P(IZ-1)+DMBRDZ/MBAP-TDZ)) 
77 





DRHODZ DRHODZ*(Io EXP 
bel:bi -= -R-,HO--*D-Wl D'Z+WH2*bRHODZ 
UC2DZ = RHO*DW2DZ+WO2*DRHODZ
 




D 30Z = RHO*DW3VbZ+WH20V*DRH06Z 































00 2 I=INR 
RTERM = (RT(I)**2+(PHI*A-I.)**2)/CRT(I)**2+PHI*A*(PHI*A-.)) 
RAD = RT(I)*LAMDA 





































OKI = 5 - SUmz
 




5 	 S = 0.5*LAMOA*LAMDAO*(1/LAMDAO-(PHI*A-I.)/(PHI*A))
 
G'RI S - SUM2
 




4 	 OR = SUMLI 
S = LAMDAO/2.-LAMDAO**2/2.*((PHI*A-1.)/(PHI*A))
 
GRI S - SUML2
 







SUBROUTINE ROOT (RLOWERPRUPPEReCRTON) 
C 
C ROUTINE TO FIND ROOTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION X*COT(X)+C O -




















3 IF (A5S((RT-RTO)/RT)-*O0005) 9,9#6
 




5 RTH1 = RTO
 
GO TO I 
IF (RT.LT.RTO) RTHI=RTO 
IF (RT.GT.RTO) RTLO=RTO 
uu ro 1 
7 WRITE (68)N
 
8 FORMAT ('0t // 21X# 'NO CONVERGENCE ON ROOT NUMUERI13,' AFTER 25
 





























































































INTEGER PASSNO . ".
 









COMMON /CB2/ ZCNAX),ZSSL(NTI)PZSLL(NTI)PZLLV(NTI),ZLVV(NTI) 
COMMON /CB4/ NOFZNPASSNAXIALpINPERPMODPC,MODNOPUNCH tTsEP.: L 
X JDPpISHUTIHOT 
QIMENSIQN ZZ(NAX),TT(NAX)PCCIH2CNAX),CCIO2(NAX)PCCH20(NAX)
C SAVE CURRENT Z ARRAY AND CORRESPONDING TEMPS* CONCENTRATIONS 
00 5 I=INOFZ 
ZZ(I) Z(I) 







5 CCH2O(I) = CIH20(()
 
C LOCATE INTERFACE POSITIONS 
ItQF.ZI = NOfZ-1 
D0 10 I=ItNOFZI 



















O TO 6 


























4 14 = I 
L ADJUST Z ARRAY TO INITIAL VALUES 
6 K = NAXIAL-4 
DO 50 I=NOFZ,1-1 
IF (I.EQIF4.ORIEcIF3,OR.1.Eu.IF .OR.I.EQ.IFI) GO To 50 













G THIS ROUTINE MAKES APPROPRIATE ADJUSTMENTS TO TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE# 
C CONCENTRATION. ETG. -WHEN AXKAL..POS1TIONING HAS _OVERSTEPPED.INTERFACE 







COMMON /CW./ TPPCNPPPNAX) CQ2(NPPFNAX) CHE(NPPrNAX) CH20(NPPtNAX) .­
x T(NAX)hP(NAX)PPT(NAX)pH(NAX)CIH2(NAX)PCIO2(NAX)CIH20(NAX), 

























































































REGION = 4 
84
 
GO TO 10 
LjJUIp-VAPOR/VAPOR INTERFACE
 
4 	 DELTZ -CIH2OL(IZ)/OC3LOZ















C END OF REACTOR BED
 












C ADJUST TEMRP PRESSUREe CONCENTRATIONS
 




















FUNCTION FMAX (XNPMAXM) 
C 
C ROUTINE TO FIND MAXIMUM VALUE OF ALL ELEMENTS IN ARRAY X 
DIMENSION X(MAXpM) 
FMAX.=.XIjJ.) 
DO 1o J=IM 
DO 10 I=IiN 
IF (X(I*J)-FMAX) 10p10,5 































































































































































































C ROUTINE TO PRINT TEMPI PRESSUREP MOLE FRACTION PROFILES IN SUMMARY FORM
 












DATA NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 
x 91 / 
C NO. OF COLUMNS OF OUTPUT = CN2-Nl+l) 
F.RMT(5) = NUMBER(N-N) 
WRITE (olO0) 
100 FORMAT (#It / 36X 'TIME PROFILES OF INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURE VS AX 
xIAL POSITION' // 3X 'AXIAL *' 42X 'TEMPERATURE (DEGREES R) / 
X I POSITION *' / 3X '(FT) *' 
WRITE (6,101) (TM(I)wI=NIeN2) 
101 FORMAT C 11X '* ' F8,4, 9(4X, ,.4) ..... 
WRITE (bFORMT) 
KI =-i 
K2 = MOOPC 
DO 10 IfI#NAXIAL 
WRITE (6,i02) Z(I)p(TT(K),KKltK2) 
K] = K2tl 
10 K2 = (I+1)*MODPC 
102 FORMAT C E9,4p f *It El1.5, S(E12.5) 
_ 
WRITE (b,109)
109 FORMAT ('I / 38X ITIME PROFILES OF PARTICLE TEMPERATURE VS AXIAL 
XPOSITION' // 3X 'AXIAL *v 43K VTErPERATURE (DEGREES R)' / 
x I POSITION *' / 3X '(FT) *' 
WRITE (6,101) (TM(I),I=NIN2) 
WRITE (6,FORMT) 
K1 = 1 
K = MODPC 
DO 70 I=lNAXIAL 
WRITE (6,102) Z(I)p(TP(K)pK=K1,K2) 
K]. = K2+-1 
70 K2 = (I+1)*MODPC 
WRITE (6t103) 
103 FORMAT ('1' / 40X 'TIME PROFILES OF CHAMBER PRESSURE VS AXIAL POSI 
XTION't / 3X 'AXIAL *' 46X 'PRLSSURE (PSIA)' / 
X ' POSITION *4 / 5X '(FT) 
WRITE (6,101) (TM(I).I=N1,Na) 
WRITE (bFORMT) 
KI = 1 
Q, = MODPC 
DO 20 I=IPNAXIAL 
WHITE (6t102) Z(I)p (PP(K)tK=KlpK2) 
KI = K2+1 
20 K2 = (I+1)*MODPC 
WRITE (6,104) 
104 FORMAT ('l / 40X 'TIME PROFILEs OF ,12 MOLE FRACTION VS AXIAL POST 
89
 
xTION# // 3X 'AXIAL '* 38X 'H2 MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS)' /
X ' POSITION i0 / .. !X.LFTJ4 
WRITE (6#101) (TM(I),I=NIN2)
















107 FORMAT ('I' / 40X 'TIME PROFILES OF 02 MOLE FRACTION VS-AXIAL POSt 
XTION' // 3X 'AXIAL *' 38X '02,MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS)' / 















40 	. K2 = (It~i).MDPR 
WRITE (6,105) 
105 FORMAT ('1' / 40X 'TIME PROFILES OF H20 MOLE FRACTION VS AXIAL POS 
XITION' // 3X 'AXIAL *' 38X 'H20 MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS)t / 











WRITE (6yl02) Z(I)t (FH2Q(K)tK=KlpK2)
 
KI = K2+1 
50 KG = (I+.)MODPC 
WkITE (b,106)
106 FORMAT ('' / 40X 'TIME PROFILES OF HE MOLE FRACTION VS AXIAL POST 
XTION // 3X 'AXIAL *f 38X 'HE MOLE FRACTION (DIMENSIONLESS)' / 















bl 	 K2 = (I+X)*iODPC 








































C LABELS FOR PRINTER PLOTS ARE IN FOLLOWING DATA STATEMENTS ... 
DATA LABEL/b*t 'e'TIMEPROFILES: INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURE VS
 
XAXIAL POSITION %t6*' '.'TIME PROFILES: CHAMBER PRESSURE VS
 
XAXIAL POSITION ',6*t 'p'TIME PROFILES: H2 MOLE FRACTION V
 
XS AXIAL POSITION '.6*' ''TIML PROFILES: 02 MOLE FRACTION
 
X VS AXIAL POSITION '.6*' @,'TIME PROFILES: H20 MOLE FRACT
 
XION VS AXIAL POSITION '.6*' '.'TIME PROFILES: HE MOLE FRAC
 
XTION VS AXIAL POSITION '/
 




DATA LABLX/'AX1AL POSITION (FT) Irv TIME (SECONDS) 'o
 
Xv TIMES (IN SEC) REPRESENTED BY CURVES I THRU ','AXIAL POSITION
 
XS (IN FT) REPRESENTED BY CURVES I-9/
 
DATA LABLY/' 9, e T',vE' f t t'vE','R'ptA'ttT fUlJ,'R' 'Ef' 
X p i Opt pt (t,1DlpEEG,,'R'i'Etp9 E1''S'e* 9,*90 g ItR)tg, 






X * o IIpYffEEp9PVptp9SptUS fR0ptE f 

X I Opt Op,,'(t
'$p 1 Ite'A'p9 )p'9t off 








































I,,I p I fp I 1Y 9,9 1, 
Ir Opt I/ 
Y3(NPTSPK) = MFH2(NAXIAL)
 
















20 TZ(I) = TM(ITM+I)
 






































C ROUTINE TO DEVELOP PRINTER PLOTS OF Y VS X 








INTEGER NUMBR(1O) /'l','2'p'3','4','5','6', 7, ,8t
 




DATA 	 KBLNK/' A/aSP.k.SL.ttMINUS.!/J.COLN/!L. 
WRITE (6,1000) (LBL(I)eI=INL)
 
















C SCALE AXES FROM MAX AID MIN VALU.Es (SAME SCALING PROCEDURE FOR BOTH AXES) 
C LXSF: POWER OF 10 TO WHICH X VALUES ARE SCALED 
L LYSF; POWER OF 10 O HICH Y VALUES ARE SCALED 












100 Do 40 II=II0
 




41 LYSF = II
 














DO 	 604 K=ItNSCAL 
















306 	 ySCAL(I-1) = YSCAL(I)-XINCR 
IF (AS(YSCAL()).LT.10.) GO 
LYSF = LYSF-1 
XINCR = XINCR/10.
00 639 1=,LK 
339 Y$CAL(I) = YSCAL(I)/1O. 
C SCALING COMPLETE ON X-AXIS ----
338 IF NTRS.EQ.O) bO TO 4Z 
TO 	338
 




C XSCAL: SCALING GRADATIONS ON X-AXIS
 
C YSCAL: SCALING GRADATIONS ONY-AXIS_-
LXSF = LYSF 




43 XSCAL(JJ) = YSCAL(JJ)
 
C RESET SCALING PARAMETERS TO SCALE FOR V-AXIS 

















42 00 44 J=IvLK
 
44 YGRAD(J) = YSCAL(J)*10.**(-LYSF)
 
C GENERATE TQP AND UOTTQM LINES OF RAPII
 
















52 FORMAT (6X, E1O,5, IX, IllAl)
 
IF (NNNEO,2) GQ TO 712
 
C GEuERATE INTERNAL LINES OF GRAPH 
C = XINCR*IO**(-LYF)/IO,
A = YSCAL(6)*10.**(-LYSF)+C/2, 
= A-C 
C bEGIN LOOP TO SET UP EACH INTERNAL LINE OF GRAPH --- LINES ARE LAUELED 




















C A, B ARE UPPER AND LOWER BRACKETING VALUES FOR Y-COORDINATE OF POINT
 
C C IS SCALED HEIGHT OF PRINT CHARACTER (At B ARE ADJUSTED bY THIS AMOUNT
 
C 
20 A A-C 
ON EACH NEW PRINT LINE) 
b B-C 
Do 427 NN=INV 
UO 427 JR=1,NP 
C GLT SUBSCRIPT OF JR Tri POINT oF NN TH CURVE 
4J = JR+(NN-I)*MAX 
TEST IF Y-COORDITNATE LIES WITHIN RANGE OF A MINUS 8 OF LINE NO. JS
C 

IF (Y(JO).GT,A.OR.Y(JD),LEB) GO TO 427
 
C VALUE IS POSITIONING VALUE FOR X-COORDINATE OF POINT 
VALUE = X(JD)*1O,**LXSF 
DO = XINCX 
NPOS = (VALUE-XSCAL(1))/DD*1O,+I6,5 
94
 
C TEST IF X-COORDINATE LIES WITHIN CHARACTER POSITIONS 17 THRU 125 OF LINE JS
 
*51-
C CURVES IDENTIFIED WITH DIGITS IF NC=O 




IFI LJRSEQ..OJ - . ........
 
IF CNPOS aLT .17 w-0RNPOL4Id -G -TQAt-7-
JRS.... 

C CURVES IDENTIFIEU WITH SEQUENTIAL CHARACTERS OF ALPHABET IF NC=I
 










25 	 IF (JSNE,25.AN.,JS,NE,26) GO TO 36
 
IF (JS,EQ.26) Go TO 27
 




27 00 34 l~1e15
 
34 LINE(I) = LY2(I)
 
36 WRITE (6,55) (LINE(M)#M=lp126)
 





GO TO 9 
C PRINT X-AXIS GRAUATION MARKINGS
 
712 wRITE (6t53) (X6RAD(M)PKBLNKPM1Ill),XGRA(12)
 








b8 	 FORMAT (0+1 8IX, 8A6p 11 / 86X. 5F8.)
 


























10 FORMAT ('1 //// 43X tWALL TEMPERATURE, INTERFACE VARIATIONS VS TI 
XME' // 15X 'TIME * WALL TEMP SOLID/SOLID-LIQUID SOLID 
X-LIQUID/LIQUID LIQUID/LIQUID-VAPOR LIQUID-VAPOR/VAPOR' /
 
. (P.EGRKQ5_lJ'. MUQ)! (Eli1 -3QAx 1!?( ,SC?k 5(t & FT1XL I 2fX 
DO 30 I=NlrN2
 
30 WRITE (640) TM(I)PTWT(I),ZSSL(I)#ZSLL(I),ZLLV(I),ZLVV(I)
 









€0' // 44X 'PRESSUREt MASS FLOW RATE VARIATIONS VS TIME' / 
X / 43X 'TIME * PRESSURE' 8X'f"ASS FLOW RATE' / 43X 
X '(SEC) * (PSIA)' 9X '(LB/FT**2-SEC)' / 51X '*' 
00 50 I=N1,N2
 
50 WRITE (6,60) TM(I)PF(I),(I)















































































80 F.ORMAT ('0' 57X 'AXIAL POSITIONS' / (IXIOE13.5))
 
bi FORMAT CEO' SOX 'PARTICLE SURFACE TEMPERATURES' / (1X1OE13.5))
 




91 FORMAT ('0' 48X 'INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF 02' / (jX OE1,.
 




93 FORMAT ('0' 47X 'INTERSTITIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF H20(L)' / (IX
 
X. 10E13.5) ) 








9S FORMAT ('0' 52X 'INTERSTITIAL TEMPERATURES' / (IXpOE3.5)
 
97 FORMAT ('0' 60X 'ENIITHALPIES' / LIX,IOE13o5)
 
91 FORMAT ('0' 53X 'INTWRSTITIAL PRESSURES' / (1XP1OE13.5)
 









SUBROUTINE UNBAR (TpIKPXINPYINoZZ,KK) 0
 
C 
C THIS -ROUTINE WILL DO LINEAR, QUADRATIC; OR CUBIC INTERPOLATION BETWEEN
 










IF CT(II)-3o) 700P701p702 

J.9F ATUU) A~7bQ±60
704 IF (T(II)-2) 705706,701 

705 N = 

GO TO 707 

706 N = 2 

707 N2 = 1 

.70l1 =I 11..-- 

702 N1 = N l 
Du 50 L11#II 
IF (T(L)) 60#60p51 
60 KK = -1 
Zz = 0, 
. TO 1999 
51 NX = T(L) 

IF (T(L+I)) b0,52,50 









KK = 0 
KY = 0 
XX = XIN 
YY = YIN 
Ji = 11+2 
Jz = NJX+II+l 
IF (XX-T(J1)) 30I,306,400 
400 00 302 J=lJ.f 
IF (XX-T(J)) 304304,302 
02 CONTINUE 
309 KK = 2 
XX = T(J2) 
308 JX1 = J2-N 
0O TO 305 
301 KK = 1 
XX = T(JI) 
306 dXl = dl 
$0 TO 395 
304 IF (J-J1-1) 301,306307 
307 IF (J-J2) 303,308,309 
303 dX1 = J-N2 
305 CONTINUE 
XINT = XX 
IF (NY) 1500,1500,3.000 
1500 DO 1599 L=IpNI 
X[L) = T(JXI) 
LY = JXI+NX 

























































































1599 ixl 4X1+1 530
 
GO TO 54 550 
J2 = J2+NY 570
 
401 DO 312 J=J1PJ2 590
 
-.
iAlrttJj4 I -ZL14 314p,31t-60 
312 CONTINUE 610 
62 
YY = T(J2) 630 
318 _%oy1 J2-N 64_ 
GO TO 315 650 
311 KY 3. ._6hQ-_ 
YY T(JI) 670 
6 L . 680 
GO TO 315 690 
3[4 IF .(J-JI-1) 311016t317 70-IL 
317 IF (J-J2) 3 13p318p319 710 
313 UYT = J-N2 -720-­
315 CONTINUE 730 
JX& al .X.7Aft_ 
LY JY1+NY*(J2-II-1) 750 
LYI = LY 760­
00 3099 L=lpN1 770 
X(L) = T(JX2) 780 -
Y(L) = T(LYI) 790 
LYI =.LYI+NY Ann­
3099 JX2 = JX2+1 810 
1 = 0 820 
GO TO 5' 830 
3098 Y(1) = LZ 040 
00 4400 I=PN 850 
LYI = LY+I 86_ 
Y(I+I) = 0. 870 
00 4050 MM=lN1 880 
Y(I+1) = Y(I+1)+T(LY1)*X(MM) 890 
4050 LY1 = LYX+NY 900 
4400 CONTINUE 910 
00 4199 L=IrNX -92a... 
X(L) = T(JY1) 930 
4199 JYZ = JYI I 940 
XINT = YY 950 
1 1 960 
54 D = 1 970 
x(N 2) = X() 
X(N+3) = X(2) 990 
Do 55 JmltNl 1000 
A(J+1) = X(J+1)-X(J) 1010 
TPAL1 XINT-X(j) 1020 
IF (TPALI) 57P58,57 .1030 
58 ZZ = YM)19_.. 
X(1) = 0, 1050 
X(2) = 0. 1060 
X(3) = , 1070 
X(4) = O, 1080 
X(J) = 19 1090 
$0 TO 59 13,_0.Q. 
57 D = D*TPAL1 1110 
GO TO (711712 173)p N 1120 
711 X(J) = TPALI/A(J+I) 1130 
GO TO 55 1140 
99 
712 X tJ-) =-TWALl 1150
 
-9 TO 55 -. 116.0.
 




A) = A(N+2) 1190
 
ZZ = o9, 1200
 
DO 56 J:=1N1 1210
 
- Xt4) =D/(AJ0)-*-X(-j)) -- 42
 
ZZ = ZZ+Y(J)*X(J) 1230
 
-,&LCNIN LL--___ __ 1240
 
59 IF (I) 3098.3098,9999 1250
 


















X CF4VST(20),VPVST(60)pTVSVP(48) DHCVST(24) 
C 




X- .0& 180. 360, t 7209 t 1080. 0 1440. t
 
X 1800. p 2160. p 2520, 2880, p 3240, o 3600.
 
-X 3960. v 4520, p 4680. t 5040. v 
C HEATS OF REACTION 
*)L-!r&423.., r -0461.* t 6478, -# -6529.. p -6581.. * 6k2&..-
X -6665. p -6696. # -6720. F -6740. v -6755. , -6766. p 
X. -6777, p -6786, t -6794. p -6801. /
 






C 12 VISCOSITY (LB/FT-SEC) VS TEMPERATURE (DEG R) 
C 
DATA (MU1VST(I)pI:p34)/ 0, v 1, t5. , 0. p 
G TEMPERATURES 
x ibo. p 360, f 720. * 1080. 144o. 1800, p 
X 2160, v 25200 , 2880, t 3240. r 3600. 3960. * 
X 4320. t 4680, f 5040. , 
L H2 VISCOSITIE$
 
X 2.54 E-6, 4.47 E-6. 7.30 E-b6 9.54 E-bo 11.48 E-6p 13.29 E-6,
 
X 14.97 L-6, 16,54 E-6# 16.04 E-6# 19.47 E-6p 20.84 E-6, 22.16 E-6v
 
x 23,45 E-6u 2468 E-6, 25.89 E-o /
 
C 
02 VISCOSITY (LB/ET-SEC) VS TEMPERATURE (DEG R) 
C 
UATA (MU2VST(I),I=lp34)/ 0. , 1. p 1. p 0. p 
C TEMPERATURES 
- 180. v 30r. p 720. , 1080, 1440. , 1800. 
X 2 pb0, 520, 2880, 324G, r 3600, t 3960,....[ 
X 4320. 4680. t 5040. 
G 02 VISCOSITIES
 
X 5.15 E-6e 9.94 E-6t 17.24 E-b 22.94 E-bp 27,87 E-6, 32.30 E-6?
 
X 36.33 E-6. 40,10 L-6p 43,74 E-6, 47.29 E-6, 50,65 E-6r 53.90 E-6?
 




k H20 VAPOR VISCOSITY (LB/FT-SEC) Vs TEMPERATURE (DEG R)
 
L 
DATA CMU3VST(I),I=l,32)/ 0. p 1, # 14. v 0. t 
C TEMPERATURES
 
X 560, p 720, r 1080, f 1440, , 1800. 0 2160, p
 
X 2520. p 2680. p 3240. 3600. p 3960. p 4320. #
 
x 4680. p 5040. p
 
C H20 VAPOR VISCOSITIES
 
X 5.18 E-6, 9.62 E-6# 14.44 E-6, 19.35 E-6, 24.10 E-6# 28.67 E-6
3 
X 32.99 E-6e 37.07 L-bv 40.92 E-j 44.60 E-6p 48,11 E-6p 51,49 E-6r 
101 
X 54.73 E-6u 57,87 E-6 /
 
C 
C HE VISCOSITY (LB/FT-SEC) VS TEMPERATORE (DEG R)
 
DATA (MUfVST(I),11pt34)/ 0. ,. 1. p 15, p 0a t 
C TEMPERATURES I 
X 180. , 360, p 720v , 1080, t 1440, p 18a6o. 
X 2160. v 2520, # 2880,.e 3240, p 3600, p .391.5. *-
X 4320, p 4680. p 5040 p¢9 kT.._h$_ 

x 6.71 E-6# 10,54 E-6p 16.50 E-6p 21,43 E-6# 25,80 E-6p 29.79 E-6p
 
X 33,50 E-6, 37,01 E-6, 40.34 E-6# 43.52 E-6, 46,58 E-6p 49,54 E-6.
 






L FIVE SPECIFIC HEAT TABLES FOLLOW
 
C 
f H2 SPECIFIC HEAT (BTU/LB-DEG R) VS TEMPERATURE (DEG R)
 
L 
DATA (CFIVST(I),=l#34)/ 0, v 1. p 15, p 0. p 
C TEMPERATURES 
X 180. p 360. # 720. # 1080. , 1440. 18.. sN 
X 2160. , 2520, f 2880, t 3240. p 3600. # 3960. f 
X. 4320. v 4USO 9 504Us p
 
C H2 SPECIFIC HEATS
 
x ,,b75 3.233 p 3.460 p 3.474 v J,509 , 3.577
 
X 5,b70 t 3.772 f 3.872 p 3.966 f 4,050 v 4.126
 
A 4 419:5 f 4,253 f 4.306/ 
0 Oa SPECIFIC HEATS (BTU/LB-DEG R) VS TEMPERATURF (JE6 R)
 




X 160. t 36O, 1 720. 1 000. 1 1440 o 1800. 1 
X a160. v 2520, t 2880. # 3240. r 36QO. * 3960. 
A 4320. p 4u80. r 50,0, f 
C 02 SPECIFiC HEATS
 
x .217 f .217 p .224 p .239 p .251 r .260 F 
X ;266 f .O270 .274 f .278 * .281 p .285 
X .288 f .291 t .294 /
 




UATA (CF3VST(I),I=I34)/ 0, * 1. p 15, 0.o 

C TL.PERATURES 
X 180. F 3bO, f 720. t 1080. 7 1440. 1 1800. 
x 2160, p 2520. v 2680, r 324o, p 3600, # 3960, p 
X 4320. , 4680. p 50c. 
C [120 VAPOR SPECIFIC HEATS 
X .4406 f .4411 * .45 p .480 .512 t .546 
X .z79 * .609 * .636 r .659 p .678 p .694 F 
X *709 0 .7 1 f ,731 / 
C
 
C H20 SOLID SPECIFIC HEATS (bTU/LO-uEG N) VS TEMPERATURE (MEGR)
L 




A 200. p 30u. p 550. , '+Qo. p 450. * 491.4
 
L i10 SOLID (ICE) SPECIFIC HEATS
 
X .227 p .320 f .367 p .41b .462 * .502C 








' X.-.. . .4... 
C HE SPECIFIC HEATS 
X 1,24 1.224 1.24 .. 1.4 *1.24 p i.2.. 
C
 
C VAPOR PRESSURE (PSIA) VS XEMPERATURE (DEG R) 
C 
DATA (VP.VSTIhaI=ltb0) 1 Ov-* -2a.. ",.a.Z 
C TEMPERATURES 
x 210t. 281, 9 301. t 331. * 360, o 380. 
X 401# v 420. * '40, p 460. t 480, p 492, 
X. 513. p 562. f 5860 t 622. r 653. p 688. t
 
X 727, * 768. t 788, t 818, , 842o p 877a
 
X. 905. r 927, t 100 5 . s .1155. t 
C PRESSURES 
X .17 E-11 .442 E-8 p .588 E-7 , .147 E-5 p .232 E-4 , .00012 ,
 
p . * f
X a00056 .O019 ,0062 1 .0185 .0505 r '0885 
X 0.2 p 140 p 2.0 f 5.0 * I0. , 20. 0 
X 40. * 75, p 100, p 150, p 200, * 300o p 
X ,400a * 500. t 1000. 5 /3000. 

C 
C TEMPERATURE (DEG R) VS VAPOR PRESSURE (PSIA) 
C 
DATA (TVSVP(),l=1148) / o p 1. v 22. p 0, 1 
C PRESSURES 
x .20 r .50 f 1.0 , 2.0 , 3.5 5 ,0 
X 7.5 v 10. p 15. * 20. f 25, p 30, p 
X 40, p 50. r 75, , 100. v 150. f 200, 
x 300. p 400. p 500. p 1000. p 
C TEMPERATURES
 
x 515. * 540. 0 562. p 586. p 6. p 622. p 
X b40. r 653. f 673. p 686. f 70U. , -710, f 
x 727, , 741. f 766. p 788. p 818. 842. p 
x 877. f 905. p 927.- t 1005.\ /
C 
C DELTA HEAT OF CONDENSATION VS TEMPERATURE 
C 
DATA (DHCVST(IarI=l?24)/ 0, 1 Is * I0*
 
( TEMPERATURES 
X b13. f b62. 0 586, f 622, p 65.j. , 688. t 
X 710. 0 741. , 7b. t 788. 
C DELTA HEATS OF CONDENSATION 
X 1064. p 1036. 1022. p luOl. p 982. f 960, p 
X 945. f 9 4. f 904, p 889, / 
C 
C TAULE OF THERMAL CONDULTIVITY OF H2 VS TEMPERATURE (QEG R) 
DATA (TCI(I)I=122) / 0,p i., 9,, 0., 
TEMPERATURES 
x 132. * 512. 49?. # 672., 852, p 1032, t 
A 1200. f 1500, 2000. t 
C THERMAL CONDUCTIVIIIES (H2) 
X .o14 L-5p 1.811 E-5p 2.683 E-bp 3.444 E-5r 4,122 E-5, 4.736 E-5r 
X 5.292 E-5, b,194 E-5# 7.586 E-b/ 
L TAULL OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 02 VS TEMPERATURE (DEG R)
 




x 132. p 612, * 492. t 582. p 672, r 800.
 
X 1000, t 2000. p
 




X .106 E-5# .253 E-5, ,394 E-5, .461 E-5, .522 E-5, .600 E-5,
 
X .714 E-5, 1,222 E-5/,
 
TABLE OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF H20 VAPOR VS TEMPERATUREDE6 R)-





X- 672, 852, p 1032, p 1212. p 1392, 1600. p
 
X 1800, o 2000a p
 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES (H20 VAPOR)
 
X .378 E-5# ,506 E-5t .639 E-5p .775 E-5p 1911E-Sp _A.f6l EnqL__ 
X 1.208 E-5, 1,356 E-51 
TABLE OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF HELIUM VS TEMPERATURE (DEG R)
 
UATA (TC4(I)tI1,p18) / O.t 1,o 7,p 0.,
 
TEMPERATURES 




X .939 E-5p 1.700 L-5? 2,272 E-5p 2,744 E-5# 39458 E-5, 4.347 E-5,
 
X 5.139 E-5/
 
LNU
 
1o4
 
